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Executive summary

The report is an integrated political economy analysis as defined by OECD-DAC: “Political economy analysis is concerned with the interaction of political and economic processes in a society: the distribution of power and wealth between different groups and individuals, and the processes that create, sustain and transform these relationships over time”

The main finding is that economic growth and poverty reduction have been steady in Nepal since the mid-1980s independently of a number of political upheavals, including ten years of civil war. There has been a steady per-capita growth rate of about 2% with no major change in inequality. As a result, poverty has declined and social indicators have improved. Despite an apparent disconnect between the political and economic domains, political decisions and institutions arguably matter for economic development, and political stability and participation are important targets independently of their impact on economic development.

In the political domain the ongoing local elections will reintroduce local democracy after 20 years. Elected local politicians are expected to boost local development efforts. Furthermore, Nepal has a vibrant public debate due to a large number of independent newspapers and radio stations at the national and local levels, which constitute the main channels of influence for civil society. The leading political forces in Nepali society are, however, the political parties. They penetrate all parts of society, ranging from civil society, via universities and research institutions to the bureaucracy and the business community. There are close links between politicians and business leaders, the political parties control the trade-unions, have links to civil society organizations, and the parties select high-level government officials.

The Congress, UML and Maoist parties compete for power. The Maoist party established itself as a third force through the civil war. The war was followed by a post-war ethnic uprising in the plains of Nepal, where a fourth political force was established with a number of parties representing the diverse Madhes community. A main demand, which also had support from ethnic activists in the hills and the Maoists, was to establish Nepal as a Federal Republic. The formal decision was made by the first Constituent Assembly in 2008, while a compromise federal map was decided in 2015, with provincial elections scheduled for the fall of 2017. There are concerns that the ethnic agenda may escalate ethnic conflicts, and it will be essential for all parties to work for participation of all social groups within the recently established local units, as well as in the economy at large.

Regarding the economic domain the report concludes that international labor migration has been a driving force behind Nepal’s recent development. Large-scale remittances mean that Nepal has good access to foreign currency. In contrast to other capital flows, these funds go to the lower middle classes, which may explain why inequality has not increased in Nepal. The lack of labor at home has also contributed to increased wages for the poor, who cannot afford to take up jobs in the Gulf region. Despite the availability of private capital and increases in

wages for the poor, there is still a massive need for public investments in infrastructure, agriculture, health, and education. Roads, transmission lines for electricity, agricultural inputs, hospitals and education (in particular quality of primary education and vocational training) are heavily underfunded, and donors can make a difference in all these sectors.

To summarize, Nepal has had a good economic growth since the mid 1980s. There is, however, a potential for higher growth if more is invested in public goods, including roads, transmission lines, and education. A new constitution is now in place securing female representation and minority rights. The first steps are taken towards de-facto implementation of a federal state, with provincial elections coming up. The powers of the provincial governments are still to be implemented, in particular the difficult reallocation of economic resources from rich to poor provinces. Local elections, which were postponed for 20 years due to the war, have now been held, allowing for local accountability. The new local units are, however, larger than earlier, and a provincial level is added, with both developments opening up for larger shares of public funds being controlled at the local level. With new levels of bureaucracy and local government there is an increased risk for misuse of public funds that needs to be taken seriously by the authorities and the donors. With the constitution in place, a vibrant public debate, led by an independent media, and the potential for a more stable government after the upcoming national election, there is, however, reason for optimism when it comes to public investments and thus higher economic growth.
1. Introduction

During the last three decades Nepal has had a tumultuous political life, but at the same time a stable, although slow, economic growth: multiparty democracy was introduced as a result of decades of political struggle that ended with the people’s movement in 1990. The continued slow economic progress may have contributed to the support, although limited, for the far-left (5% of the votes in the 1991 election) and ultimately the ten-years of Maoist insurgency (1996–2006). The peace-solution led to a transition from monarchy to a federal republic, and was followed by a rise in ethnic conflicts in the plains along the border to India. The civil war, where 13 000 people died, was a main factor behind a massive increase in foreign labor migration, which led to a large inflow of remittances and an upward pressure on wages in local labor markets. Despite these developments, where introduction of democracy and removal of the “feudal” monarchy assumedly would lead to economic growth, while the war would slow down the economy, there has been a stable economic development (of 2.6% growth per capita per year) that started with the economic reforms in the mid-80s. The five-years moving average growth rate was at its lowest (1.8%) in 2004 at the height of the civil war, and at its maximum (3.6%) in 2010 following the peace-agreement (Figure 1).

Over 30 years a growth rate of 2.6% will double real incomes. We know that the poor have benefited as the population share below the poverty line declined from 42% in 1995 to 25% in 2010, with all indicators pointing towards fur-
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Figure 1. GDP growth (1968–2015)

---

2 See Appendix for a time-line of major events in Nepali history.
ther decline after 2010. The economic growth and poverty reduction do not seem to be related to foreign aid. The aid level was relatively low until 2001. Measured in constant-2014-USD the aid level was at 376 million in 1986 and at 371 million in the year 2000. During the height of the civil war, from 2000 to 2006, the aid increased to 507 million (5.4% growth per year), and after the peace-agreement it doubled during the next decade to 1026 million in 2015 (8.1% growth per year). But even during recent years, aid has constituted only 5% of Nepal’s GDP.

The purpose of the report is: “to systematically analyze political, economic and social power structures and actors in an integrated political economy analysis, with the aim of improving the effectiveness of development cooperation”. The report will discuss the underlying causes of the relatively low, but stable, economic growth, as well as the driving forces behind the turbulent, and still ongoing, transition from monarchy to a federal republic. We shall see how economic life in Nepal is deeply interwoven with political interests, and discuss the difficulties international donors may face in spending aid under such circumstances. As a basis for the analysis, we start with introductions to the Nepali economy and the history of political and social conflict in Nepal.
2. The Nepali economy

2.1 Growth, poverty and inequality

As noted above Nepal has had a good economic growth since the mid-80s. Real incomes have doubled over these 30 years. GDP per capita, measured in 2010 prices, was USD 320 in 1985, USD 403 in 1995 and USD 690 in 2015. The doubling of incomes has also benefited the poor, the poverty rate in 1995 was as high as 42%, while in 2010 it was down to 25%, and as low as 12% if we use an adjusted poverty-line. At the same time inequality increased from 1995 to 2003 and then declined from 2003 to 2010 (see Table 1).

In a growing, but still poor, economy a decline in inequality is unusual, we would, rather, expect inequality to increase as people get richer in the modern part of the economy. In Nepal it appears that the economic growth is driven by labor migration. This leads to increased incomes for the lower middle classes in villages that send migrants to the Gulf and Malaysia, instead of the urban classes employed in the modern sector. Labor shortages also lead to upward pressure on domestic wages for unskilled labor, which directly helps the poor. Thus the lower range of the income distribution will be lifted more than we would expect during a transition period. This analysis is supported by a detailed study conducted by the World Bank, which found that labor incomes and remittances were the main drivers of the poverty reduction.

The poverty gap shown in Table 1 is the average gap between the poverty line and the incomes of the poor (counting also the zeros for the non-poor), which in 2010 constituted 5% of the poverty line. With 25% being poor this means that the average poor household had an income about 20% below the poverty line. This, in turn, means that Rs 4200 (USD 58) per poor person per year, or about USD 350 million in total, would have removed all poverty in Nepal. This amounts to about 42% of the foreign aid received that year, or about 14% of domestic government expenses.

The gap can also be compared to private incomes in Nepal. If we use the same survey, then the poverty gap adds up to the reported incomes of the 0.3% with the highest incomes. Similarly an 8% income tax on all non-poor households

Table 1. Poverty and inequality in Nepal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poverty (%)</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap up to poverty line (%)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p25/p75</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NLSS1, NLSS2, NLSS3

3 All macro data are from World Development Indicators with most series ending in 2015.
4 Regional poverty lines are used to allow for different costs of living, and in particular the poverty line for Kathmandu is the double of other urban areas. In general it appears that the cost increases are over-estimated, thus the real poverty rate is probably lower than 25%, and maybe as low as the adjusted estimate of 12%. For further presentation of methodology and poverty levels in Nepal see: NLSS (2012) Poverty in Nepal. 2010/11, World Bank (2016). Moving Up the Ladder: Poverty Reduction and Social Mobility in Nepal, and Hatlebakk and Ringdal (2013). The economic and social basis for state-restructuring in Nepal. Himal Books.
5 Poverty and inequality data are based on the World Bank measurement standard of using expenditure data from living standards measurement surveys. In Nepal the last survey was in 2010.
would in theory remove the poverty gap. These calculations demonstrate that removing poverty in Nepal is, in theory, financially feasible. We know, however, that transfer programs have serious incentive and implementation problems, and we will discuss some of these later in this report.

Before we go on to the complications of policy, we will first describe the distribution of poverty between regions and population groups.

Poverty declined from 1995 to 2010 in all areas of Nepal, except for Kathmandu, where the poverty level was low already in 1995 (Table 2). Poverty is still highest in the remote western Karnali hills of Nepal. This is a large region covering about 50% of the landmass, but less densely populated than the rest of the country. In Karnali the poverty rate was 32% in 2010, but it was also high elsewhere in rural Nepal, ranging from 22% in the eastern terai to 27% in the western terai.

Since it is not straightforward to measure incomes in poor countries, an alternative is to use the daily wage of agricultural labor as an indicator of poverty levels. This is also an imprecise measure as number of days worked will vary, but a low wage will normally indicate not only low incomes per day, but also the presence of surplus labor, and thus that each worker may get less work. Wages will normally be at its lowest in the agricultural sector, which will be the backup solution for people who do not get other unskilled or semi-skilled work in factories, brick-lanes, or construction work.

In 1995 the most common wage among farm laborers was 30 rupees, including the value of in-kind payments. Adjusted for the increase in the price of rice, this was equivalent to 75 rupees.

Table 2. Poverty by areas (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kathmandu</td>
<td>4.3*</td>
<td>3.3*</td>
<td>11.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.7; 7.9]</td>
<td>[0.4; 6.1]</td>
<td>[8.6; 14.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other urban</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>13.0*</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[13.9; 49.3]</td>
<td>[7.3; 18.8]</td>
<td>[12.7; 22.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.W. Hill</td>
<td>55.0*</td>
<td>37.4*</td>
<td>32.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[47.2; 62.8]</td>
<td>[30.5; 44.3]</td>
<td>[27.2; 37.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.E. Hill</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>42.9*</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[29.2; 43.1]</td>
<td>[35.4; 50.4]</td>
<td>[17.3; 30.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.W. Terai</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>38.1*</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[38.0; 54.1]</td>
<td>[29.1; 47.2]</td>
<td>[20.4; 33.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.E. Terai (ref)</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[30.5; 43.8]</td>
<td>[20.0; 30.0]</td>
<td>[18.2; 26.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[38.1; 45.4]</td>
<td>[27.7; 34.0]</td>
<td>[23.0; 27.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3373</td>
<td>3912</td>
<td>5580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is Table 4.1 in Hatlebakk and Ringdal (2013): Himal Books.

* indicates a significant difference from reference category within the same period at the 95%-level.

Bold indicates a significant difference from first period at the 95%-level.

Italics indicates a significant difference from previous period at the 95%-level.

The figures in brackets are 95% confidence intervals.

---


9 A standard payment was one kilo of rice and 0.5 kilo of wheat-flour. For details on the variation in mode of payments see Hatlebakk (2004). Attached labor in Nepal: A field-study of landlord-labor relations that are misrepresented in the Nepal-LSMS data. CMI.

As discussed above we believe the poverty line for Kathmandu is set too high for 2010, and as a result the poverty level should be lower.
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in 2010\(^{10}\). While in 2010 the agricultural wage had doubled to 150 rupees\(^{11}\). Wages are slightly higher in the hills, but here people depend less on work as day laborers. In the terai, where we find more day laborers, the wage was 150 rupees in both the west and the east in 2010. If we go back to 1995, then wages were slightly lower in the eastern terai than in the west. This can be explained by more landless farm laborers and thus excess supply of labor in eastern terai.

When we compare farm wages to non-agricultural wages, we find that farm wages in the east were even lower in relative terms, as non-farm work gave higher wages in eastern than in western terai. Eastern terai has more industry, which may explain an upward pressure on wages, while in 1995 there was surplus rural labor. In 2010 there was still a mark-up in non-farm sectors, but wages are no longer the double of farm-wages, and there were only small within-sector differences between eastern and western terai.

### 2.2 Variation in welfare between social groups

As for distribution of poverty between castes and ethnic groups, the Dalits are, as expected, the poorest, with about 40% being poor in 2010, while the hill high caste groups, the traditional elite, have the lowest level of poverty at 18% (Table 3). Poverty has declined for all groups, but with different timing. The ethnic (Janajati) groups of hill-origin had a (slow) decline, ultimately probably explained by labor migration to the Gulf. The other groups had benefitted from a decline already in 2003, probably explained by the general economic progress discussed earlier.

| Table 3. Poverty by social identity |
|------------------|--------|--------|--------|
|                  | 1995   | 2003   | 2010   |
| Hill-BC          | 34.9   | 18.8***| 18.0** |
|                  | (28.9–40.8) | (14.3–23.3) | (14.6–21.4) |
| Hill-Janajati (ref) | 42.2   | 35.0   | 24.3   |
|                  | (34.2–50.1) | (29.0–41.0) | (20.1–28.5) |
| Hill-Dalit       | 58.2***| 44.9** | 43.0***|
|                  | (49.9–66.5) | (36.8–53.0) | (36.9–49.1) |
| Terai-caste      | 28.3** | 24.5** | 28.3   |
|                  | (18.9–37.6) | (17.5–31.4) | (23.4–33.3) |
| Terai-Janajati   | 53.4   | 35.2   | 25.6   |
|                  | (42.2–64.5) | (26.3–44.1) | (20.1–31.1) |
| Muslim           | 44.3   | 41.3   | 20.2   |
|                  | (33.7–55.0) | (31.3–51.3) | (11.6–28.7) |
| Terai-Dalit      | 45.9   | 49.2** | 39.4***|
|                  | (38.7–53.2) | (39.5–58.8) | (30.2–48.6) |
| Nepal            | 41.8   | 30.8   | 25.2   |
|                  | (38.1–45.5) | (27.7–34.0) | (22.9–27.4) |

Author’s calculations based on NLSS data as used in Hatlebakk and Ringdal (2013)

95%-confidence interval in parenthesis

*** Significant different from hill-janajati at 1%-level
**  Significant different from hill-janajati at 5%-level

Bold means significantly different from previous round

---

\(^{10}\) If we instead of rice-prices use the price index implied by the NLSS poverty line for 2010, then the 1995 farm wage would be higher than the 2010 wage, which seems unlikely based on the improvements in living standards documented by the NLSS surveys. While 75 and 150 was the most common wage, the average farm wages were 90 and 160. A report from ODI that uses the consumer price index report an increase in average farm wages from 100 rupees in 1995 to 160 in 2010 (ODI, 2014, Rural wages in Asia), thus about the same as our calculations using rice-prices.

\(^{11}\) This and all other information, where we do not provide a reference, are calculations or tabulations by the author using NLSS raw-data.
Thus, although labor migration may explain the more recent decline in poverty, this is far from certain when it comes to the decline from 1995 to 2003, before the civil war intensified and migration took off. The previously discussed increase in inequality also indicates that the first period was a more typical broad-based growth process that we find in other poor countries.

While the decline in poverty is found in all social groups, we have discussed elsewhere how the progress in social indicators differ from economic progress. The main conclusions were that the Madhes groups had lower levels of education than the hill-identity groups, and we also found some evidence of poorer health outcomes among the Madhes groups, in particular a low weight for height score, which is a measure of short-term malnutrition. Similar findings are reported in the 2011-DHS, for both children and their mothers. Yet the DHS report indicates that according to height for age, a measure of malnutrition as a child that normally have more long-term consequences, the health outcomes are better among the Madhes groups, as compared to the hill-origin groups. This seems to reflect the fact that there is serious malnutrition in the western hills that for this measure outweigh the better health conditions among hill-identity groups living elsewhere in Nepal.

Madhesi Dalits still have the lowest literacy rate in 2010 (Table 4), despite an improvement since 2003. Such a rapid improvement, a doubling of literacy from 15% to 30% in seven years, must reflect very high primary school attendance also among the Madhesi Dalits, which gradually comes among the Madhes groups, in particular a low weight for height score, which is a measure of short-term malnutrition. Similar findings are reported in the 2011-DHS, for both children and their mothers. Yet the DHS report indicates that according to height for age, a measure of malnutrition as a child that normally have more long-term consequences, the health outcomes are better among the Madhes groups, as compared to the hill-origin groups. This seems to reflect the fact that there is serious malnutrition in the western hills that for this measure outweigh the better health conditions among hill-identity groups living elsewhere in Nepal.

Madhesi Dalits still have the lowest literacy rate in 2010 (Table 4), despite an improvement since 2003. Such a rapid improvement, a doubling of literacy from 15% to 30% in seven years, must reflect very high primary school attendance also among the Madhesi Dalits, which gradually comes among the Madhes groups, in particular a low weight for height score, which is a measure of short-term malnutrition. Similar findings are reported in the 2011-DHS, for both children and their mothers. Yet the DHS report indicates that according to height for age, a measure of malnutrition as a child that normally have more long-term consequences, the health outcomes are better among the Madhes groups, as compared to the hill-origin groups. This seems to reflect the fact that there is serious malnutrition in the western hills that for this measure outweigh the better health conditions among hill-identity groups living elsewhere in Nepal.

Table 4. Literacy of household head by social identity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Identity</th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill-BC</td>
<td>51.4***</td>
<td>64.1***</td>
<td>68.7***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(47.1–55.7)</td>
<td>(60.6–67.7)</td>
<td>(65.8–71.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill-Janajati</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(35.9–45.9)</td>
<td>(42.2–50.6)</td>
<td>(56.0–62.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill-Dalit</td>
<td>22.7***</td>
<td>32.7***</td>
<td>44.5***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17.1–28.4)</td>
<td>(26.5–38.8)</td>
<td>(39.7–49.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terai-caste</td>
<td>29.2*</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>43.3***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18.1–40.3)</td>
<td>(32.4–47.4)</td>
<td>(38.2–48.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terai-Janajati</td>
<td>27.5***</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>46.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18.8–36.2)</td>
<td>(37.1–52.6)</td>
<td>(40.9–52.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>22.5***</td>
<td>29.6***</td>
<td>35.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14.1–30.8)</td>
<td>(21.9–37.4)</td>
<td>(26.3–45.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terai-Dalit</td>
<td>32.8**</td>
<td>15.1***</td>
<td>29.8***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(27.7–37.8)</td>
<td>(9.5–20.7)</td>
<td>(23.6–36.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(37.0–42.5)</td>
<td>(45.1–50.3)</td>
<td>(53.7–57.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold means significantly different from previous round. ** Significant different from hill-janajati at 5%-level. * Significant different from hill-janajati at 10%-level. *** Significant different from hill-janajati at 1%-level.

Author’s calculations based on NLSS data as used in Hatlebakk and Ringdal (2013)

In 1995 the terai categories were few, in particular “Terai-Dalit” includes some non-Dalit groups.

95%-confidence interval in parenthesis.
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We use the term for all terai (the plains along the border to India) origin groups, including the ethnic groups of the terai, as well as terai Dalits and the so-called higher castes. The most numerous higher castes are groups that in India will tend to be categorized as OBC (other backward castes), such as Yadav, which is the largest of these groups in Nepal. The word Madhes comes from Madhya Desh (middle country). The English spelling varies, with Madhes being common in English-language newspapers. The spelling of terai, also varies, comes among the Madhes groups, in particular a low weight for height score, which is a measure of short-term malnutrition. Similar findings are reported in the 2011-DHS, for both children and their mothers. Yet the DHS report indicates that according to height for age, a measure of malnutrition as a child that normally have more long-term consequences, the health outcomes are better among the Madhes groups, as compared to the hill-origin groups. This seems to reflect the fact that there is serious malnutrition in the western hills that for this measure outweigh the better health conditions among hill-identity groups living elsewhere in Nepal.

Madhesi Dalits still have the lowest literacy rate in 2010 (Table 4), despite an improvement since 2003. Such a rapid improvement, a doubling of literacy from 15% to 30% in seven years, must reflect very high primary school attendance also among the Madhesi Dalits, which gradually comes among the Madhes groups, in particular a low weight for height score, which is a measure of short-term malnutrition. Similar findings are reported in the 2011-DHS, for both children and their mothers. Yet the DHS report indicates that according to height for age, a measure of malnutrition as a child that normally have more long-term consequences, the health outcomes are better among the Madhes groups, as compared to the hill-origin groups. This seems to reflect the fact that there is serious malnutrition in the western hills that for this measure outweigh the better health conditions among hill-identity groups living elsewhere in Nepal.

Madhesi Dalits still have the lowest literacy rate in 2010 (Table 4), despite an improvement since 2003. Such a rapid improvement, a doubling of literacy from 15% to 30% in seven years, must reflect very high primary school attendance also among the Madhesi Dalits, which gradually comes among the Madhes groups, in particular a low weight for height score, which is a measure of short-term malnutrition. Similar findings are reported in the 2011-DHS, for both children and their mothers. Yet the DHS report indicates that according to height for age, a measure of malnutrition as a child that normally have more long-term consequences, the health outcomes are better among the Madhes groups, as compared to the hill-origin groups. This seems to reflect the fact that there is serious malnutrition in the western hills that for this measure outweigh the better health conditions among hill-identity groups living elsewhere in Nepal.
will improve the literacy rate. There has been a similar improvement for hill Dalits, from 33% to 45%, and for hill Janajatis, from 46% to 59%. For all groups we still find that the literacy level is lower among the Madhesi groups, whether we look at Dalits, Janajatis, or the higher castes, thus the hill Dalits have the same literacy rate as the higher-caste Madhesi groups. The largest of these Madhesi groups is the Yadavs, with a 38% literacy rate, while the largest terai Dalit group, the Chamars, had a 33% literacy rate in 2010.

2.3 Drivers of economic growth and development

As discussed, the broad-based economic growth that started with the economic reforms in the mid-80s can explain the gradual decline in poverty and increase in inequality for all population groups until the height of the civil war. After the escalation of the war, which started in 2001 when the Maoists attacked army camps and not only the police, we have seen a massive increase in labor migration15. This has led to an increase in remittances (Figure 2) as well as an upward pressure on local wages16, which in turn had led to a decrease in poverty17.

The broad-based economic growth is driven by the same factors as in many other countries. The exchange-rate reforms in 1985 led to an immediate drop in the GDP-share of agriculture, and a corresponding increase in the others sectors. The long-term trend is an increase in the importance of the service sector, from 20% of GDP until 1975 when it started growing, till about 50% from 2007 onwards (Figure 3). Similarly, the agricultural share was around 70% until 1975. Since then it has declined gradually, and has been around 33% from 2008 onwards. The share of industry started out at 10%, was at 23% at its maximum in 1996, and is now down

---

15 The tendency is clear at the aggregate level, but there is a need for more detailed analysis. One study finds an effect of the conflict level on migration among more wealthy urban households: Shrestha, M. (2017), *Push and pull. A study of international migration from Nepal*. Policy Research WP-7965. World Bank.


to 15%, out of which manufacturing constitutes 6% of GDP (Figure 4 for employment shares).

During this 50 years period the GDP increased from 3 to 20 billion measured in constant-2010-USD. Thus despite that the national economy is now six to seven times larger (only double if we take population increase into account), the importance of the industrial sector has not increased. This is a general trend in all countries (in US the service-sector is now 78% of GDP), as the economy grows a smaller part of income is spent on food, and the agricultural sector is bound to decline as a share of national incomes (GDP). There is a similar trend for industrial goods as the share of income spent on material goods decline. People instead spend additional incomes on other needs, such as education, health, bank and insurance services, and luxuries such as restaurant meals and entertainment.

Even more important for the long-term development of a country is the increase in the savings-rate that tend to follow increased incomes. Figure 5 shows the savings-rate for Nepal, as well as neighboring India and Bangladesh. The total savings are calculated as GDP minus consumption plus net transfers from abroad, while domestic savings are defined as just GDP minus consumption. The low domestic savings rate is included here to demonstrate the importance of the transfers, while total savings is the important measure when it comes to the potential for economic growth.
In Nepal the massive transfers from abroad have allowed for a solid increase in the savings rate, and thus ultimately investments. Since 2002, when the remittances started to increase, the capital formation has constituted between 80% and 90% of total savings. And since 2010 capital formation has constituted as much as 38% of GDP. Capital formation includes everything from inventories of goods, purchase of machines, construction of roads, and buildings of all types including schools, hospitals, private houses, and factories. In Nepal we know that construction of buildings constitutes a larger share than in many other countries. Figures 6–8 show the composition of GDP in Nepal and neighboring India and Bangladesh. In all three countries the service

---

18 Earlier the percentage was higher than 100%, probably due to foreign aid, but the level lower since savings were lower.

19 Note that buildings also gives income in terms of rent, as even imputed rent on own housing is included in the GDP.
sector has grown to more than 50%. Agriculture is still more important in Nepal (more than 30%) than in the two other countries (less than 20%). Industry is around 30% for India and Bangladesh, while it is only 15% in Nepal. Among the industries, construction is equally important in all three countries (about 7% of GDP), while manufacturing differs between the three, with 17% in India and Bangladesh, and only 6% in Nepal. These differences have been stable since the early 70s, and there appears to be no tendency for Nepal to follow the other two. Nepal has always had a small manufacturing sector, a relatively larger construction sector, and more dependence on agriculture. As agriculture has gradually declined, the service sector has increased.
In terms of value added the main manufacturing industries are (at the four-digit level): tobacco, building materials, iron and steel products, and grain-mills. While in terms of employment the main industries are building materials, jute, textiles and grain-mills\textsuperscript{20}. In terms of export, we find that cardamom is a major item (India), carpets (US), man-made fibers (India), apparels (many countries), iron and steel (India). In many ways Nepal is integrated with the Indian economy by supplying low paid labor both to factories in India, as well as to factories in Nepal that produce for the Indian market\textsuperscript{21}. Nepal also imports many products from India, including raw material for the iron and steel production, as well as petrol and other petroleum products. Rice from India is also a major import.

2.4 Constraints on economic growth and development

What are the main constraints on the manufacturing sector that may explain why it is lacking behind neighboring countries? We shall see that the main constraints are the lack of investments in infrastructure and quality education. As discussed, the savings-rate is high, and money flows in from labor migrants working abroad. FDI, as measured in official data, is, however, low (Figure 9).

Some business houses in Nepal are, however, closely linked to India, which implies that it is not straightforward to measure FDI. In theory FDI is well defined, but in reality one will have to separate investments made by Nepali citizens from investments made by family members, or business entities, registered in India or elsewhere. Many Nepali business houses are run by families from the Madhes community, which includes the Marwaris, who for generations have migrated from India. Most of them are now Nepali citizens, but with economic interests in both countries. Similarly, the traditional business houses of the Kathmandu valley\textsuperscript{22}, where the Newari community have been involved in the lucrative trade between India and China for centuries, will also have interests abroad\textsuperscript{23}.

\textsuperscript{20} National Census of Manufacturing Enterprises 2011/12. Central Bureau of Statistics, Kathmandu. In particular jute-mills appear to have many employees.


\textsuperscript{22} The dominating business house in Kathmandu is the Chaudhary group, with Binod Chaudhary being the only Nepali dollar-billionaire on the Forbes list. The family migrated from India two generations ago, and started in textile trade, built up a major instant-noodle brand, and is now active in many industries in many countries.

In addition to the problems of measuring intra-company and intra-family transactions, there is also extensive non-official trade and money transfers between Nepal and India. Thus, the official FDI numbers are likely imprecise, and are most likely too low. But even if Nepali FDI is at the level of other countries with large outward migration, such as Bangladesh and Sri-Lanka (Figure 9), it will still only be a fraction of domestic savings. Despite being marginal in percentage, FDI may still involve embedded technology transfers, which potentially makes it more essential for long-run development.

It is not straightforward to measure technology transfers. One can measure the results, by for example total-factor-productivity (TFP), which is a residual measure of production levels that cannot be explained by factor inputs alone. For example the Penn World Tables do not report TFP for Nepal, maybe due to data quality. UNIDO reports TFP till end of the 1990s (Figure 10): productivity is relatively low in Nepal, while it is, in particular, increasing in India. Figures 9 and 10 together indicates that there is no clear correlation between FDI and productivity. Nepal’s low productivity is similar to Bangladesh, while FDI in Bangladesh is at the level of Sri Lanka, which has a much higher productivity level. We should still be concerned with the low productivity level, and the potentially low FDI level, which in turn may be a result of the low productivity level.

Let us thus turn to the deeper constraints on economic growth and development in Nepal, with a particular focus on the manufacturing sectors, which has a particularly low share in Nepal. In addition to capital investments, modern production requires transportation of material inputs and products, energy and availability of labor of different skill levels. All three factors are critical constraints in Nepal.

The road connections to India are relatively good, but there is still no relevant train connection. The road connections to China are not good, which also reflects the poor internal road connections in the hills and mountains of Nepal. Even the main transport route from Kathmandu to the Indian border is not very good. Nepal has for decades planned for a fast direct track from Kathmandu to Birgunj on the Indian border (which will allow for further transportation to

---

24 Some of the issues discussed here are the same as in Hatlebakk (2008). Inclusive Growth in Nepal. Report commissioned by the Norwegian Embassy in Nepal.
the sea). Different routes have been gradually upgraded, but heavy vehicles still need to use the winding detour via Chitwan and Mugling. There is first of all a need for a fast track to India that can be used by heavy vehicles, and there is a need for an upgrade of the road to China. In the rural areas there is a need for improvements of most north-south roads from the terai into the hills, and the east-west highway throughout the hills of Nepal should be completed25.

For decades there has been so-called load shedding of electricity, cutting electricity according to a schedule for up to 12 hours per day. In the fall of 2016 this problem was solved overnight. A new director of the Nepal Electricity Authorities (NEA) decided to cut the prioritized access for some large businesses that appear to have paid officials for access26. Moreover, import from India has finally improved due to new transmission lines27. Transmission lines to India has been on the agenda for decades. The issue has been closely linked to the hope of exporting electricity, which may explain why the projects have been postponed for long. It appears that the large theoretical potential for hydropower in Nepal has led to a reluctance to import electricity. As a result increased transmission capacity has been postponed along with the hydro power plants28.

In addition to increased import from India, production capacity within Nepal is on track. The largest existing government owned plants are in Kali Gandaki (144 MW), two in Marsyangdi (70+69 MW), and two in Kulekhani (60+32) rivers. The largest private ones are in Khimti (60 MW, Norwegian owned) and Bhote Koshi (36 MW, US-funded and sold to Nepali owners) rivers29. One major plant under construction is the Upper Tama Koshi project (456 MW)30, which is Nepali-owned with the government having the majority share and Chinese companies as the main contractors. Another large project under planning is Tama Koshi III (650 MW), where Statkraft was involved but ultimately pulled out31. A Japanese company (Kansai) has now shown interest in building Tama Koshi III32. Many other large hydropower projects are planned for Nepal, although they have been postponed for years. These projects normally involve Chinese33 and Indian companies34, and are planned primarily for export of electricity to India (as in the case of the Tama Koshi III, where Statkraft was involved). In contrast to the smaller hydropower projects for domestic consumption, which more or less seem to be on track, the large export oriented projects have met political difficulties.

In the short run, gradual increase in production capacity from hydro and solar power, import of electricity from India and a well-functioning distribution system within Nepal, without favored access for large consumers, is essential to avoid returning massive rationing of electricity.

Another constraint on development is education in a broad sense. The level of education is

25 The main donors on roads are UK, Switzerland, Japan, IDA (World Bank), and ADB (Asian development Bank). The World Bank has the Road Sector Development Program. DFID has the Rural Access Program, focusing on the western hills. Japan has prioritized access to Kathmandu.
There is also a more recent coverage in: www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-South-Central/2017/0116/How-Nepal-got-the-electricity-flowing,
28 http://nepalitimes.com/article/nation/nepal-india-thermal-power,3570
31 http://nepalitimes.com/article/nation/delay-in-big-projects,2838
still very low in Nepal, despite massive improvements during the last decade (Table 4), as literacy rates for the population at large has gradually improved, from 40% in 1995 to 56% in 2010. More children go to school and they constitute a larger share of the population. In terms of school enrollment (Figure 11) the improvement has, of course, been more rapid, with enrollment for girls increasing from 35% in 1983 to 96% (boys from 83% to 98%). This improvement is likely explained by the migration fueled income growth that has allowed families to send the girls to school instead of keeping them at home to do household chores and farm related work. Better prospects in the labor market for educated girls, and potentially a higher demand for educated women in the marriage market may also be important drivers.

Despite improvement in enrollment the quality of education is still questionable. This is a general problem in poor countries, and as the literature indicates it is not easy to solve. Today, and for years to come, this will be a major obstacle for economic growth in Nepal. The lack of high quality education is in particularly noticeable when Nepalis get jobs abroad, they tend to (although of course with important exceptions) end up in the lowest paid jobs. This seems to be the case in India, but also in the more attractive labor markets in the Arabian Gulf. Even basic reading and math skills may improve the earning potential for many of the low-skilled jobs at home and abroad. Basic vocational skills are also likely to improve the earnings of otherwise unskilled labor. Donors and the government are gradually recognizing this, as is the private market for education, and a number of vocational training programs have started in Nepal. Quality is also an issue in higher education, where there may be a need for more extensive international collaboration to raise the standards. Both the government owned Tribhuvan University, as well as private institutions, may benefit from

Figure 11. Primary school enrollment by gender

---


36 Gardner, A. et al. (2013). “A Portrait of Low-Income Migrants in Contemporary Qatar”. Journal of Arabian Studies. 3: 1–17. In Qatar we have, ourselves, interviewed employers in the construction sector who said that Nepali workers normally have fewer skills than workers from other countries. The workers told us that they could get better pay as they learned new skills.

more collaboration with international scholars when it comes to research based education.

To summarize, access to financial capital seems not to be a binding constraint in Nepal, but a number of coordinated efforts are needed to develop public goods that are essential for accelerated economic growth. The government is on the right track: the roads from Kathmandu to the terai and the Indian border are gradually improving, and there are plans for a direct route that will allow for heavy-load trucks. The roads to China will have to be developed further. The decades-long problem of rationing of electricity has been solved, and it will be essential to continue the gradual development of hydro and solar power, as well as a gradual improvement of the electricity transmission capacity to India. School enrollment at the primary level is now near 100% also for girls. The next step is to improve quality at all levels of education, from primary, via vocational training, to the university level.

2.5 Public finance and foreign aid

Tax incomes (customs, VAT, income tax) and user payments (electricity, and to some extent health and education) are essential to finance infrastructure developments and social expenditures. In Nepal the main sources of government incomes are import duties (15%), VAT (14%, with the majority coming from VAT on imports), and profit and capital gain taxation on private firms (14%)\textsuperscript{38}. Less important income sources are: foreign grants (7%), individual income tax (6%), and taxes on alcohol (4%)\textsuperscript{39}. Additional foreign grants that are not channeled through the government almost doubles the foreign aid. Official OECD statistics normally report the Official Development Aid (ODA) as a percentage of central government expenditures only, which adds up to about 30%, while ODA is reported in the OECD statistics as about 4% of gross national incomes (GNI)\textsuperscript{40}.

The main donors to Nepal have been (aggregated over the period 1986–2015): UK, Japan, Germany, US, Denmark, IDA and Norway (Table 5). More recently (according to 2014 data) the top donors are: UK, IDA, US, ADB, Japan, Switzerland and Norway. The total amount of aid has been increasing, and at a higher rate from 2000, which was at the height of the civil war, and at an even higher rate from 2007, after the peace agreement. But at the same time the Nepali economy has been growing, thus as a percentage of GNI the aid level was at its maximum (above 10%) from 1986 to 1994 and has since gradually declined.

We know that foreign aid is fungible, thus if the donors want to prioritize, let us say, education, then the government can reallocate domestic funds to other sectors\textsuperscript{41}. Keeping this in mind we know that donors have prioritized health, education, transportation and agriculture, while Norway has prioritized energy, education, and the civil society (Table 6). We note the division of labor between donors, with the large donors prioritizing health (UK), transportation (Japan, UK) and agriculture (IDA, US, Switzerland). On energy, Germany is the big donor, followed by Norway, Denmark and IDA. Many donors are active in education with IDA being the largest donor. On governance and civil society UK is the largest donor, followed by US and Norway\textsuperscript{42}.

---

\textsuperscript{38} Nepal Rastra Bank (2016). Quarterly Economic Bulletin. 51(1). October.

\textsuperscript{39} For the grants data we also used: Nepal Rastra Bank (2016). Macroeconomic Indicators of Nepal. November.

\textsuperscript{40} International aid data is downloaded from the OECD-DAC database: http://stats.oecd.org


\textsuperscript{42} All references are to the period 2006–2014 and data are from OECD-ODA-Stats. 2015 is excluded due to the extraordinary allocation for emergency aid after the earthquake.
Table 5. Aid disbursements (million constant 2014 USD) to Nepal (OECD-DAC, consistent with the NORAD database)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>USD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maoist insurgency (Feb–)</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>92.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace-agreement (Nov)</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian embassy</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>105.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation of NOK</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>144.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>120.7</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>126.6</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>118.7</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>184.2</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum: 1996–2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>143.6</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank last 10 years</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>897.8</td>
<td>875.0</td>
<td>2168.9</td>
<td>2145.4</td>
<td>1554.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank last 10 years</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>488.6</td>
<td>477.1</td>
<td>1235.5</td>
<td>666.8</td>
<td>504.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum 2006–2015:</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 6. ODA grants disbursements (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>All donors</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education policy</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary education</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic health</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive health</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water supply</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralisation</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Civil-Society</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Human-rights</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace-building</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Peace-building</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation policy</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Energy-generation</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electricity transmission</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental policy</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian aid</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Humanitarian aid</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other minor sectors</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Other minor sector</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compiled by the author based on data from OECD-ODA-Stats.
3. The history of political and social conflict

3.1 Regional and ethnic conflicts

The history of Nepal has been formed by a number of intersecting political and social conflicts. Historically Nepal was ruled by a Brahmin-Chettri elite that took control of a unified country starting with the conquest of the Kathmandu valley in 1768. The Shah dynasty, originally from a Chettri warrior caste, that took control of the country was originally based in the Gorkha kingdom of the western hills. Ultimately their religion and language became dominant, and to some extent set the basis for some of present grievances of other ethnic groups. Later the Rana family, with a similar caste background, took control of the country and ruled Nepal for about hundred years, ending in 1951. During their regime the caste system was formalized by law in the Muluki Ain of 1854, with Brahmin-Chettris at the top, a variety of ethnic groups in the middle, and the Dalits at the bottom of the hierarchy. The Brahmin-Chettris have continued to dominate the bureaucracy and political life after the Rana regime was dissolved and even after democracy was established in 1990. The same groups have dominated the political parties, including the different communist parties of Nepal, such as the Maoist parties.

For the ethnic groups the discrimination by the state has been the main reason for grievances. Ethnic groups from the hills have not had the same access to education and jobs, they had to learn the Nepali language on top of their native tongue, and they met with systematic discrimination at school and in the public sector labor market. Some of these groups did, however, relatively well in selected occupations. In Kathmandu, and other towns and cities, the upper caste Newars did well in trade. Some other ethnic groups have established a good reputation as traders and soldiers (Thakali, Gurung).

Located at the bottom of the caste-system, the Dalits do not only lack access to the government system, they have been systematically discriminated against in all sectors of life, including access to public services (health, education, water), and the market (in jobs and public spheres such as the all-important tea-houses). As a result, there are large differences in economic and social outcomes according to caste and ethnicity, and the caste dimension will thus to a large extent, at least traditionally, coincide with the class dimension. Although we do find laborers and marginal farmers also among the upper caste groups.

As noted, there is an ethnic dimension to the caste-hierarchy. There are numerous ethnic groups with their traditional territories within Nepal. To some extent the so-called upper-caste groups also originated in one of these groups, the Khas, before they took control of the country. In the present political context the ethnic (Janajati) dimension is, for many, as essential as the upper-lower-caste dichotomy. On top of the caste-class-ethnic dimensions comes the regional dimension.

---


Nepal has a long border with India, with a relatively narrow strip of the Gangetic plains on the Nepal side of the border. Large parts of the plains used to be covered by tropical forest, which was gradually cleared, and rapidly so from the 1950s onwards. During that period the rulers in Kathmandu settled hill migrants along the border\textsuperscript{45}, and at the same time invited in mostly Dalit laborers from India. Other Madhesi caste groups from India followed as traders and settlers. Historically the area was inhabited by different ethnic groups, including groups that had historically migrated from India. As a result, the plains of Nepal has a very mixed population, but with higher degrees of homogeneity at the village level. If one travels the few kilometers from south to north in the plains one will normally first find Madhes villages, dominated by the same caste groups that we find in Bihar and UP of India. The full Indian caste-system will be represented ranging from the Dalits (Musahar, Chamar), via groups that would be classified as OBC in India (Yadav, Teli, Kurmi), to Madhesi Brahmin groups. Further north one will find terai-Jana-jati groups, often classified as Tharu, but also other groups such as Rajbansi and Satar (Santhal in India). Along the east-west highway the hill migrants of all ethnic and caste groups will dominate.

The Madhes dimension of present-day politics is thus very complicated. In the core-Madhes area from Birgunj to Biratnagar the Madhes caste groups tend to dominate politics, quite similar to Bihar. Biratnagar is a melting pot in the sense that hill high-castes have dominated local and national level politics, as exemplified by the Koirala family. In the surrounding villages there are strong Madhesi communities and political leaders. To the east (Jhapa) and west (Chitwan, Nawalparasi) of the Madhes belt we find strong hill-migrant communities dominated by resource-rich migrants from the hills, many of whom have invested in commercial agriculture. Further to the west in terai we find a similar mix, but with mostly terai ethnic groups alongside the hill migrants.

In sum there are three to four overlapping dimensions to the political and social life of Nepal: high versus low caste interests that to some extent coincide with class interests; the ethnic dimension, with its separate dynamics in the hills and the terai, and the Madhesi versus Pahade dimension with its particular dynamics in the plains where the hill migrants are now in the majority in many districts.

### 3.2 Pre-democracy protests

After the Rana authoritarian regime was dissolved in 1951, Nepal experienced a short spell of democracy with the Congress party establishing itself as the leading democratic force, before the king suspended the newly elected parliament in 1960. For thirty years onwards the Congress party, and gradually the Communist party, built up the opposition to the king, with the Congress party as the leading force. The struggle included episodes of armed action as in the famous airplane hijack in 1973 in Biratnagar, with Girija Koirala in the background, when the Congress party stole millions of rupees from the Rastra (Central) Bank of Nepal.

Similar to the Congress party, the Communist party (CPN) was formed in India in the late 1940s\textsuperscript{46}. The party split into different factions, with the dominant reformist faction seeking collaboration with Congress during the decades of struggle leading up to the People’s Movement in 1990. The radical Maoist-leaning faction formed CPN (fourth congress) in 1974, and only joined the United Left Front during the final struggle in 1990. The Congress party was still the dominating political force in the 1990 People’s Movement, and received, maybe unexpected, support from India in the form of a blockade due to a border and trade dispute between Nepal and

\textsuperscript{45} For a good description of the complexities of migration into terai from the hills and from India, see Chapter 4 in Gaige (1975).
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India\textsuperscript{47}, which helped in mobilizing the people. Ultimately the People’s Movement won and multiparty democracy was established in Nepal.

Out of the United Left Front the reformist faction formed CPN-UML, while the Maoist faction formed the United People’s Front and the CPN-Maoist party, which later started the civil war. The first election in 1991 was won by Congress with 38\% of the votes, and more than 50\% of the seats (Table 7). UML received 28\% of the votes, while the Maoists received 5\% of the votes, and 9 seats (4.4\%). The combined strength of the communist parties had drastically improved since the 1959 election, while the Congress party had about the same support and, as expected, the Monarchist parties had less support than in 1959. The terai regional party, Sadbhavana, received 4\% of the votes in 1991.

### 3.3 Bandh and local protests

With the introduction of democracy, there was also an increase in local protests, with bandh (literally “closed”) being an important way of protest. Basically any political group can declare a bandh, and depending on the degree of support, and the expectations from the public regarding the group’s ability to enforce the bandh, there will be no traffic and all shops will close. An efficient bandh will be enforced by militant activists that vandalize any open shops, and put vehicles on fire. A bandh can be local, or nationwide. During the civil war, a Maoist bandh would always be enforced, and only the armed police or the army


### Table 7. Parliamentary elections - Nepal (parties that received 2\% or more votes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPN (UML)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maoist (UPF)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPN (U)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praja Parishad-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praja Parishad-2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchist:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorkha Parishad</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United democratic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPP-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPP-2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhesi Forum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadbhavana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarai Congress</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhesi Forum-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no consistent source on number of votes and seats, we report recent numbers that appear to be consistent across different sources.
would travel. Bandh announced by less powerful groups would gradually dissolve throughout the day as shops opened and motorbikes and cars gradually filled up the roads. Still, this is a powerful instrument even for small groups with limited popular support.

3.4 Maoist insurgency
During the 1991 election campaign the political parties promised that democracy would lead to development and improved economic conditions for everyone. As we have seen, the economic growth of Nepal has been stable at around 2% per capita per year since the mid-80s, with no particular change in 1990. This is also to be expected, even if we believe democracy is good for economic growth, we shall not expect any noticeable effects in the short run. As the voters did not experience any change, there was a growing discontent that may explain the drop in the support for the Congress party from 38% in 1991 to 33% in the 1994 election. The reformist CPN-UML had a small increase in support from 28% to 31%, but won more seats than Congress and formed the government. This was, however, a minority government and it stepped down in September 1995 after a non-confidence vote, and Congress again formed the government.

In parallel the Maoists built up their support in Rolpa and Rukum, in the western hills. The new Congress government cracked down on the Maoists through the infamous Operation Romeo. A few months later, on February 13, 1996, the Maoists launched the so-called People’s War by simultaneously attacking police posts in Rolpa, Rukum and Sindhuli districts. During the first years of the war there was only limited coverage in Nepali media. One would read about attacks on the police, and about politicians and other local leaders being murdered by the Maoists, similar to the coverage of the Naxalites in India. Still, even during fieldwork in rural Nepal the civil war would not be an issue.

The crackdown on the Maoists during the Kilo Sierra 2 operation starting in 1998 was probably a main force behind the increased support for the Maoists. The human rights organization INSEC have registered all deaths, and we see an increase in the number of people killed by the state in 1998–99. This was followed by more intense attacks from the Maoists, with a gradual increase in number of people killed by the Maoists from year 2000 with a peak in 2002. There was major attacks on police stations in April 2001, then the Maoists attacked army barracks for the first time in November 2001, and the war again escalated with new attacks in February 2002. Despite the increase in killings by the Maoists during these attacks, the loss of life on the Maoist side was even larger. In 2002 INSEC recorded 1200 killed by the Maoists, and 2400 killed by the state. Even at the height of the conflict, the Maoists had limited access to weapons and any major attack would include also unarmed or barely armed Maoist militia members.

One of the major victories of the Maoists was the attack, in 2004, on the town of Beni, near Pokhara, hundreds were killed on both sides, and the Maoists held the town for about 12 hours. This reflects the general pattern of the war. Maoists had control of the countryside during the night, while the security forces patrolled during day. If you, as a westerner, did fieldwork during those years you were advised to leave the villages before dark. In the Maoist strongholds there appeared to be a standstill in the sense that local army units did not attack even well-known major Maoist camps, only special forces (army rangers) from Kathmandu would be used in offensive operations at the height of the war. The 2004 attacks were basically the last efforts by the Mao-

49 This was a massive police crackdown on Maoist cadres in villages of Rolpa. For details see Thapa and Sijapati (2003).
50 Thapa and Sijapati (2003).

The Maoists. INSEC counted 1000 killed by the Maoists that year, and 1500 by the state.

The offensive to capture the state that started with the attacks on army barracks in November 2001 had by end of 2004 led to 5000 Maoists killed, and still no major breakthrough in the war. Even Libang, the district headquarters of the Maoist stronghold Rolpa, was never controlled by the Maoists during the war. In 2005 the Maoists started peace talks with the democratic parties, and an agreement was reached in November 2005.

With the peace-agreement in place the political parties could take on the king, who in February 2005 had dissolved the parliament. In April 2006 there was a new People’s movement, with massive street protests, and the parliament was ultimately reinstated with Congress leading the government. The Maoist Chairman Prachanda came over ground and a Comprehensive Peace Accord was signed in November 2006. In January 2007, the Maoist entered an interim parliament and an interim constitution was declared. This was, at the same time, the start of the Madhes conflict in the plains of Nepal. The Maoists had mobilized based on ethnicity, and in particular Madhes leaders now expected Nepal to be turned into a federal state. When this demand was not properly covered by the interim constitution Madhes leaders burnt the constitution on the streets of Kathmandu and initiated a People’s movement in the terai. This ultimately ended a year later, after another Madhes movement with a declaration of Nepal as a federal republic.

52 The town was, however, highly militarized and surrounded by barbed wire: http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=14230#.WTB7j0SweEg

4. Political actors and their economic and other interests

4.1 Main actors

4.1.1 Political party leaders

Political party leaders are the main actors in Nepal. With no party having a majority there is a continuous bargaining between the different party groups. Over time, basically any coalition seems to work, in May 2017 the Maoists were leading a government together with Congress. The media has named the governance system as the party-cartel. The three main forces are Congress, UML and the Maoists, with shifting support from the monarchist parties, and/or the regional Madhesi parties. The word cartel is no coincidence, the parties are closely linked to business interests, which in turn operate as cartels in many sectors, often at or beyond the limits of the law. The parties are all-important for appointments to leading positions in the government and affiliated institutions, with more-or-less official quotas for each party at institutions ranging from university institutes to Nepali embassies abroad. With solid incomes from different sources the parties employ numerous party workers, with the Maoist party having the strongest organization. The parties’ youth organizations have been important for security, again with the Maoists YCL as the strongest. YCL leaders were recruited from the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).

4.1.2 Bureaucracy

With shifting government coalitions, and a focus on distribution of government related jobs and contracts to the private sector, it is unclear what realms of governance the political leaders in fact control. In day-to-day politics, including the important issues of fiscal (government budget) and monetary policies, the bureaucracy has extensive power and has demonstrated discipline. In contrast to many countries, rich and poor, the Nepal government sector has a problem of being able to spend the available budget. And the central bank is careful not to print money, so that the tie to the Indian rupee secures a relatively low inflation and interest rates. This careful policy is a major reason why Nepal has maintained a stable 2% per capita growth rate. The under-use of money may be a problem, but only if the alternative is a wise use of funds allocated to critical infrastructure as discussed in the previous section.

54 http://nepalitimes.com/article/editorial/politics-party-time,3188
55 These ties have never been properly documented as they are inherently difficult to identify. The Nepali media is, however, active, and you regularly read about price collusion, illegal extraction of natural resources, political parties that run businesses, political leaders who visit jailed mafia bosses, political leaders arrested with illegal arms, and forced donations. The most recent coverage has been on the so-called medical-mafia and their links to politicians and the anti-corruption agency: http://nepalitimes.com/blogs/kundadixit/2016/07/18/lethal-politics-of-a-sick-nation/
56 For recent coverage of the links the prime minister has to street politics: http://www.myrepublica.com/news/14118/
http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/printedition/news/2012-02-06/now-ycl-members-seek-their-share.html
59 The economists of the Asian Development Bank will not use the term sound macroeconomic policy for a poor country like Nepal, but they have to say sound public debt management, and their main concern is the lack of public spending: ADB (2016), Macroeconomic Update. Nepal. August.
One can easily imagine that increased spending would lead to higher inflation and more corruption, rather than development. In sum, Nepal has a powerful bureaucracy, and thus probably its share of corruption⁶⁰, but still a sound macroeconomic policy.

4.1.3 Local level leaders
At the local level, where until May 2017 there had been no election since 1997, we still see that the political parties are strong. As no election was held for two decades, the local bureaucrats, first of all the VDC secretary, gradually increased their influence. Still, in many villages the VDC secretary was in contact with the previously elected politicians, as they were local leaders who many places were held in high esteem by the voters. In strong Maoist areas, however, the VDC office (which many places were bombed) was moved to the district headquarter and the local political dynamic also changed with the increased power of the Maoist insurgents. With the peace solution there was again a need to formalize party rule at the local level, and an all-party-mechanism was established in each village and district. Representation reflected the local strength in the 2008 national election, but still with small parties also being represented. Although potentially a good idea, it appears that the mechanism led to increased corruption as the parties divided the spoils of increased allocations to the local units⁶¹, and the mechanism was eventually dissolved. After this there has been an increase in particularly foreign aid to local governance, but still with no elected local officials that can be held responsible for the use of funds. On May 14, 2017, the first round of local elections was, however, held in the core hill areas. The second round was held in the terai and the eastern- and western-most hills, on June 28, 2017, and the third round was held in the core Madhes areas (Province 2) on September 18.

4.1.4 Civil society
Nepal has an active civil society, but with limited influence due to the dominance of the political parties. An important exception may be the ethnic organizations, as will be discussed in more detail below. Trade unions are strong, but they are under control of the political parties, while the main human rights organization, INSEC, is considered to be close to UML⁶². The media, on the other hand, is independent of the political parties, and quite diverse both at the central and local level. The media, including newspapers and radio stations, have been essential in building democracy in Nepal. Some commentators are concerned that the media is under increased commercial and political pressure, and even recommend government regulation as a countermeasure⁶³.

4.1.5 Western donors
Although the level of foreign aid is relatively low in Nepal, as compared to many other poor countries, the allocation of foreign aid to specific sectors may still affect the local power dynamics. The allocations to decentralization, human rights and peace building, as they appear in the OECD-DAC statistics (Table 6), are in particular so large, relative to the spending by the Nepal government, that we shall expect the donors to have influence. The donors have, in particular, focused on “social inclusion”. An important example is the DFID-supported Social Inclusion

---

⁶⁰ Nepal is ranked between Russia and Kazakhstan on Transparency International’s corruption index, better than Bangladesh, but below Pakistan, and much lower than India. As indicated above we believe politicians are more prone to corruption than government officials. In public opinion, however, it appears that the Nepali population rank them as equally bad: http://admin.myrepublica.com/politics/story/35824/politicians-bureaucrats-seen-as-most-corrupt.html


Action Fund that over the period 2006–2012 spent USD 4.3 million. This was implemented as part of the much larger Enabling State Program. In particular DFID, but also the World Bank and Norway, has been criticized for pushing the ethnic agenda, and thus ultimately also ethnic-based federalism. It appears that some of this criticism has been taken onboard, and these programs are now scaled down.

The academic community has been active on both sides of the debate, as well illustrated by a conference volume from the Central Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Tribhuvan University. The department has had solid Norwegian funding for its research on social inclusion, both directly (www.siaep.org) and indirectly as faculty has been involved in other research funded by the Social Inclusion Research Fund (www.socialinclusion.org.np).

4.1.6 India and China
Beyond the western donors, India has a particular role in Nepal. It is said that no Prime Minister in Nepal will be appointed without consent from Delhi. India has played a role, sometimes unclear, at all critical turning points in Nepali history. At the end of Rana rule, the king took refuge in the Indian embassy in Kathmandu. The People’s Movement in 1990 received indirect support from India in terms of the economic blockade.

The Maoist leaders lived in India during the civil war, with the second-in command Baburam Bhattarai living relatively permanent in Delhi. India supported a five-month blockade of Nepal in 2015 as they, and Madhesi activists, did not approve the new constitution.

China plays a smaller role in Nepal, evidently as China considers Nepal as being in India’s sphere of interest. China’s main concern is Tibet, and Nepali politicians will regularly endorse a “One-China Policy”. Some Nepali politicians have attempted to play the “China-card” against India, but with very limited success. China has, however, an interest in trade, particularly easy access to Indian ports for which transit through Nepal is one of many options. Trade and improved infrastructure will be beneficial for Nepal. During the Indian blockade Nepali politicians travelled to Beijing to open up for in particular import of petroleum products from China. Nepal Oil Corporation has been dependent on purchases from the Indian Oil Corporation. It remains to see whether China will become a regular supplier of petroleum to Nepal, although this does not seem likely given the easier access from India.

4.2 Main interests of different actors
4.2.1 Political affiliation
As discussed, even the Congress party of Nepal has a history of armed resistance. The party is today a member of the socialist international together with the social democratic parties of Europe. The other major parties of Nepal are to the left of Congress, that is, the Unified-Marxist-Leninists (UML) and the Maoist party. Together these three parties, which to some extent all are
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64 Data from the Nepal Aid-Management-Platform. We are not able to find details on the spending neither there, nor in the DFID dev-tracker, beyond different amounts to consultancy, technical and advisory services. There is still need for research on the impacts of this, and similar programs, on Nepali society.


68 Some of this research, including our own, has also been critical to the ethnic agenda. For SIRF funded research at CMI see: https://www.cmi.no/projects/785-social-exclusion


72 Or rather, today, the Progressive Alliance, where most social democratic parties are now active.
social-democratic\textsuperscript{73}, received 65\% of the votes in the 2013 election (71\% in the 2008 election). The three parties are by many considered as “main-stream” and representing the ruling male hill Brahmin elite. The alternatives to the three parties are the monarchist parties that received about 10\% in 2013, and the Madhesi parties that received in total about 9\% of the votes. The remaining 16\% voted for another 20 plus parties, with the largest being one of the smaller communist parties, the CPN-ML, with 1.4\% of the votes, and one of the new political forces in support of the federalist agenda, the federalist socialist party, with 1.3\% of the votes\textsuperscript{74}. In terms of seats, Congress and UML have more than 50\%, but they need support from the Maoists to muster the two-thirds needed for amendments of the constitution.

4.2.2 Regional interests

The major parties have their core support in different parts of the country, as indicated by the first-past-the-post seats in the 2013 election\textsuperscript{75}. The four Madhesi Forum seats were, as expected, elected from core Madhesi districts in the Eastern terai, while three out of four Terai Madhes Loktantrik seats were elected from western terai. The party with most seats from terai was Congress. Congress also had support in some hill areas, including Lalitpur and Kathmandu. UML is dominating the hills from Darchula in the west to Taplejung in the east, while the mountain districts were picked up by Congress. The Maoists won their core districts of Rolpa, Rukum, Kalikot, Gorkha, Sindhuli and Ramechap in the hills, Bardiya in western terai, and parts of Rautahat and Saptari.

These are the traditional strongholds\textsuperscript{76}, and in the upcoming local elections we expect the Congress party to win many seats in the local councils of the terai, and in particularly so if the Madhesi parties end up boycotting the local elections. In the hills we expect UML to pick up many seats in the rural local councils, while there may be more competition in urban areas\textsuperscript{77}. There are two newcomers that may do well in urban areas, the Baburam Bhattarai led New Force Party (that may also win Gorkha and potentially some other rural areas), and the Sajha Party led by (previous) BBC journalist Rabindra Mishra\textsuperscript{78}. Regarding the Madhesi parties, some of them have all formalities in place for participation, while others have not taken all steps\textsuperscript{79}. At the time of writing (June 2017), we believe that some Madhesi parties will participate, and thus win seats in the terai. Regarding ethnic parties in the hills, the outcome in Ilam is of particular interest, as the Federal Socialist Forum and Khambuwan Rastriya Morcha stand for election\textsuperscript{80}. Based on previous election results we shall not expect them to win many seats. Some have questioned whether the elections will take place at all, and at the time of writing we believe so\textsuperscript{81}. In conclusion, we expect Congress to do well, as usual, in the terai, and UML in the rural hills.


\textsuperscript{74} The federal socialist party later merged with a Madhesi party so that they now have 15 seats (2.5\%) in the CA.

\textsuperscript{75} The CA/parliament had 240 seats elected according to the British system, 26 appointed by the government (normally proportionally according to votes), and 335 seats picked proportionally from national party lists.


\textsuperscript{77} In the last (1997) election UML secured more than 50\% of the vote, although Congress secured more than 50\% of the seats. Annex 1b in Hachhethu (2006).

\textsuperscript{78} In the first round they did not get any seats.


\textsuperscript{80} http://www.myrepublica.com/news/18224/. There has later been a merger with a Madhesi party.

\textsuperscript{81} At the time of writing, the May 14 election has been held, but not the June 28 round. The predictions held for the central hill districts where elections have been held, with UML picking up most seats even in urban areas.
4.2.3 Caste, ethnic and economic interests

In previous elections Brahmins have been heavily over-represented in the parliament. For 1999 we have information on the party-wise ethnic representation: Congress had relatively more Madhesi MPs, while UML had more hill-Janajati MPs, in accordance with their regional support. UML had, in particular, six Limbu MPs in a total group of 71.

Dalits had basically no representation. In 1991 there was a single Dalit MP; in 1994 and 1999 there was none, while in the 2008 CA it had increased to 50 (8%). Most Dalit groups are still, as expected, underrepresented as compared to their population. Still, in this most inclusive parliament in the history of Nepal, the Dalits had a relatively good representation, in particular the Sarki and Damai of hill origin, and the Dushad/Paswan and Bantar, of Madhes origin. The Kami of the hills had most representatives (16), but they were still under-represented relative to their population. In Madhes, the relatively numerous Dalit caste of Chamar was heavily under-represented, and the Musahars had no MPs. In 2013 the number of Dalit MPs was down to 40, with about the same (lack of) representation from Madhes Dalit groups, from what we can judge based on their names. A count of Dalit members in the three main parties executive committees, shows that the Maoists have only 4%, as compared to 6% for UML and 7% for Congress. All committees have 6–7 Dalit members, but the Maoists have a larger central committee.

Turning to the other Madhesi groups in the 2013 CA, we have not seen a tabulation, but the names of the MPs from the core Madhes districts indicate that terai Janajatis and non-Dalit Madhes castes are well represented. In Saptari, for example, the six directly elected MPs are named Chaudhary, Yadav and Mandal, the same is the case for Siraha (except for Prachanda), and in other Madhes districts we find other non-Dalit Madhes names, such as Jha, Sah and Teli. Thus when INSEC, or for example the Carter center, report on the Madhesi representation, it must be kept in mind that the Madhesi community is very diverse, and will normally be represented by the traditional land-holding elite. The Madhes community has a caste-system that in many ways is even more restrictive that in the hill-community, and it is misleading, as many NGOs and INGOs do, to place Dalits, Janajatis and Madhesi in the same category of socially excluded people. In particular the Madhesi Dalits have for centuries been discriminated by their Madhesi higher caste neighbors, and we find extensive inequalities in land-holdings, wages, interest rates paid for consumption loans, and social indicators within the Madhesi community.

To conclude, the Congress party has a relative stronghold in the terai, while UML is strong in the hills, in particular in the east. The Maoist party is strong in some hill areas, where they also started their armed resistance. All parties tend to select upper-caste people to represent them in parliament. The Madhesi movement is, in the same way, led by higher caste people. Despite the dominance of high-caste people in all parties, they still made sure to include other population

---

83 The Limbu people have their traditional areas in the easternmost hill districts. This author visited this area in 1997, at the time of the last local election, and vividly remembers the red-UML flags in the village market center where he stayed. While in the terai belt, the author had to leave the market center to find UML leaders.
85 http://nepaldalitinfo.wordpress.com/2014/01/07/dalit-community-representation-in-ca-2070/
89 Hatlebakk (2007). Economic and social structures that may explain the recent conflicts in the Terai of Nepal. Available at: www.cmi.no.
groups already in the 1991 election: Madhesi high caste groups were over-represented in the parliament, as compared to their population share, the same was the case for Limbus, while Dalits and some Janajatis (Magar and Tamang) were underrepresented.

The social, economic and political discrimination of Dalits, and the discrimination of some ethnic groups along some of the same dimensions, is closely linked to class position. There are obviously poor Brahmins, but on average the upper-castes have more wealth and will more often be in a position where they hire labor, rent out land, and raise loans for people in need, quite regularly at high interest rates. In these markets, caste can be used to separate the market so that different prices and wages can be offered to different people. In this sense caste interests are also linked to economic interests.

4.3 Power analysis
4.3.1 The role of social networks
Caste and family networks make it easier for the powerful to coordinate their joint interests at the intersection of politics and economy. Bista used the term *afnone-manche* (my-people) for these networks. Deals are typically made within your social network, and lower ranked people will need to tie themselves to these networks to get a good job or a business relation. With many business contracts being decided by politicians and government officials, it is particularly important to have your own people in these positions. The patronage system extends to all spheres of society, so that the same personal network will include politicians, bureaucrats, and businessmen. You become a part of these networks through family relations, or if you, by other means, end up in an attractive position. To some extent you can pay yourself into position. This can be a straightforward cash payment, or reciprocal benefits over time. Media reports indicate the range: any government position linked to regulated businesses, including health, education, transport and oil import, as well as sectors that require large contracts, such as roads, hydro-power and defense, will open up for future incomes, and will normally require an up-front payment. The same will be the case for lucrative foreign jobs at embassies and, for more people, in international peacekeeping operations. With such a range of corruption, there will be lucrative posts at many different levels of government, from local roads department to the parliament and ministries. The highest up-front payment we have seen mentioned in the media was for a seat in the recent CA, where the rate supposedly was 10 million rupees (about USD 100 000). As for all forms of corruption, media reports will normally be the main source of information. Surveys can add information, but we shall not expect people to report large-scale corruption in surveys.

4.3.2 The role of corruption and price discrimination
Payments to politicians and government officials can in theory improve efficiency in highly regulated economies. In the absence of market forces, it may help to let the illegal market work, as payments under the table will re-establish market prices. Petty corruption may illustrate the gray areas, with the recent currency reform in neighboring India providing a good example.

---

It is standard practice in India to pay people to stand in line on your behalf. Then you turn up in the last minute and switch place so that you can conduct your business, of, in this case, depositing your old bills. This is a borderline case, if your servant had done the full job it would be fine, while if you paid directly to the office worker to cut the line it would be petty corruption. Similarly for large contracts, one can easily imagine cases where payments under the table will cut short the bureaucracy.

A similar example is price-discrimination. Most small cities of Nepal have hotels dedicated for the donor community, where foreigners will never be able to bargain for lower prices. The hotels will charge the announced rates, while they may give discounts to Nepali citizens. This two-price policy is institutionalized by the domestic airlines, and exist for basically any product where foreigners can easily be separated from Nepali citizens, ranging from bananas to airline tickets and hotel rooms. Now, shall we expect this common practice not to exist for other purchases? Embassies in Kathmandu pay full price for airline tickets and hotel rooms, but consider a two-price policy for car-repairs and petrol to be corruption. Similarly for larger contracts: contractors will tend to charge full prices in offers to embassies, and may regularly communicate on the prices offered. A zero-tolerance policy in these cases may be problematic: a person who knows how these markets work will have to avoid working in organizations supported by donors (to avoid getting entangled in corruption cases), and as a result these organizations may not be able to hire the most qualified personnel.

This said, corruption will in many cases have large costs for the society, and the art of policy-making is to identify the serious cases. The most serious example that have recently been revealed in Nepal is the case of load shedding discussed above. Large users of electricity paid under the table to have electricity during many years of electricity rationing. With up to 12 hours without electricity per day this has been a major constraint on economic development and people’s welfare. The problem was solved over-night by an honest civil servant, who also had the necessary political protection from Prachanda, the Maoist Prime-Minister\(^{102}\). This single case can alone lead to election victory for the Maoists, despite the moderate predictions we provided above\(^ {103}\).

### 4.3.3 The role of business interests

In addition to cases of straightforward corruption, we shall in Nepal, as elsewhere, expect that strong business interests affect government policies (taxation, regulations, investments) through more or less legitimate contacts and lobbying. Nepal has some strong business houses and cartels where the bottom-line will depend on decisions made by government. The largest business houses run food industries, hotels including the casinos, steel and textile. The most powerful are probably: the Chaudhary group (with Binod Chaudhary being on the Forbes list), the Khetan group (major banks and insurance, production of Carlsberg beer), Jyoti (steel industries, major hospital)\(^ {104}\). We expect all these to be lobbying politicians and bureaucrats.

There are also more direct links between political leaders and business in Nepal. Political leaders own shares in businesses, this has in particular been reported for the hospital sector with UML leaders involvement in the Mannmohan Memorial Institute of Health Sciences as the most prominent case\(^ {105}\), but also Congress politicians are reported to have shares in the health sector\(^ {106}\). The Maoists appear to be extensively involved in different businesses, but the media coverage is not very solid. There appears to be a clear link to
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103 The Maoist won, however, no major city, and only 17% of the Mayor-positions in the first round of local elections.
businessman Ajay Raj Sumargi\(^{107}\), who is, in turn, linked to the TeliaSonora scandal\(^{108}\). Beyond this link, the Maoists appear to be involved in a wide range of businesses\(^{109}\), although direct evidence is hard to find. There appears, however, to be ample evidence for the result of wealth accumulation among Maoist leaders\(^{110}\).

### 4.3.4 The role of forced donations

Apart from any corruption related incomes, direct incomes from ownership of businesses, and regular incomes from government positions, maybe the largest source of income for the political parties are donations. As in other countries, donations from business houses may be given in expectation of future benefits, but may still be considered legitimate, and voluntary. Still, forced donations seem to have been a major source of incomes, in particular, for the Maoist party\(^{111}\). Forced donations continued for a while after the peace solution, but seem to have been gradually replaced by more voluntary contributions after the Maoist party came in power.

In particular in the core Madhes districts, forced donations, including those enforced by direct use of violence and kidnappings, remain a major concern. The Maoist insurgency and the following Madhes uprising led to a number of smaller armed groups popping up in the terai\(^{112}\). Some of these groups, which combines politics with criminal activities, are still active and extort money, in particular from Madhesi businessmen\(^{113}\). There are similar extortion activities in Kathmandu\(^{114}\), with criminals allegedly being connected to political parties\(^{115}\). More research and journalistic investigation is needed of the importance of these links between businessmen, politicians and criminal groups for the politics of Nepal. In the view of this author, these linkages are heavily underestimated, not by ordinary Nepalis, but in particular by the international community. The parties need strongmen for security, and tie themselves to more or less criminal groups, in return these groups get more or less legal business contracts, or protection against prosecution. The Maoists, but also to some extent the other parties, will have such security services “in-house”\(^{116}\).


109 http://www.abhiyan.com.np/article-6_7_page_25_april-3#.WPtEB0SweEg


https://www.telegraphindia.com/1131118/jsp/foreign/story_17582795.jsp#.WPoOjESweEg

111 http://nepalitimes.com/blogs/thebrief/2015/08/20/ghaite-killed/


112 Hatlebakk, M. (2007). Economic and social structures that may explain the recent conflicts in the Terai of Nepal.


116 For a discussion of the gradual decline in the importance of the internal youth forces see: Carter Center (2001). “Clashes Between Nepal’s Political Party Youth Wings Have Decreased. But YCL and UML Youth Force Continue to Seek Financial Gain”.
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5. Political culture

In this section we will discuss some characteristics of Nepali society that affect the conduct of politics, which may in turn have implications for implementation of development programs.

5.1 Clientelism

We have already discussed the *aphno manche* patronage system, where connections are required to get good jobs and contracts. The system has implications for how decisions are made in both the private and public sector. Within such a system of reciprocal behavior, any openly announced vacancy will lead to a wide range of expectations within the networks of people with some, even minor, influence on the selection process. This will be the case for any well-paid job, from housekeeper, via driver to top-level positions. As a result it may be more difficult to find the most qualified person if a vacancy is openly advertised.

For large contracts, similar mechanisms come into play as discussed earlier: potential contractors may know each other and communicate on all elements of their bids. Within a patronage system, the local community will also expect to benefit from large contracts. It will be difficult to implement new development programs unless the local community find that they get sufficient benefits from the program. The Melamchi water supply project is a good example\(^\text{117}\), with its extensive delays\(^\text{118}\). But also many hydropower projects, roads and transmission lines are delayed due to local protests.

This has implications for implementation of development programs. All actors from top-level politicians, via bureaucrats, down to regular employees and villagers expect to receive their fair share of donor funding. Contractors expect a better price on donor-funded projects, villagers expect a higher compensation for lost land, employees expect better pay, or other benefits, when they work on donor-funded projects, and politicians may expect pay-offs, or other benefits, from contractors. With respect to political outcomes, the politicians also expect the electorate, who have been allocated a program by the same politicians, to support them in the next election. The outcome of this political game is that political parties channel projects to their core villages, which in turn return the favor in elections. This mechanism tend to be quite localized in Nepal, with neighboring villages supporting different parties.

5.2 The culture of consensus

Many in the donor community in Kathmandu tend to become frustrated with the political process in the parliament. The process of creating a new constitution, in particular, started in 2008, and is still ongoing. The details on how to implement federalism is only in the early stages of discussion. There is a proposal for the federal map that may still be adjusted\(^\text{119}\), and many details on powers allocated to the federal units remain to be decided.

---

\(^{117}\) http://www.iwra.org/congress/resource/abs626_article.pdf

\(^{118}\) http://nepalitimes.com/article/nation/Melamchi-flows-to-Kathmandu,3397

\(^{119}\) With the provincial and national elections coming up in some provinces on November 26, and the rest on December 7, the map now (at the time of revision of this report in early November) appears more settled.
The normal bargaining process, on basically any issue, will be to sit for days, weeks and months, until some deadline approaches. Then the deadline will be extended a couple of times, before suddenly, late at night, a compromise is found. There appears to be a need for a broad consensus. Thus all parties from the Maoists to the monarchist parties may be in on a consensus, although not always, and what party that opposes will vary from case to case, normally depending on the need to muster support from the voters in the next election. In a country with many latent, and overt, conflicts this may be a good strategy. The bargain continues until as many interests as possible are on board, while keeping the voters in mind. It may however be frustrating to observe, and not only for international observers. The people are dissatisfied with their politicians, although they do normally get re-elected, as discussed earlier. Some commentators argue that the consensus strategy implies a lack of an opposition, but that appears to be a mis-understanding of the Nepali context. There are many parties, and they regularly change partners in governance and go in opposition.

5.3 India’s role in Nepali politics

Many observers appear to underestimate India’s role in Nepali politics. India is surprisingly active. India has an obvious long-term interest in Nepal’s hydropower resources, similar to Bhutan. But this potential has been discussed for decades, and have not yet materialized. This in itself cannot explain India’s day-to-day involvement in Nepali politics. India also has a security interest relative to China, with Nepal being effectively a buffer zone towards the northern neighbor. China has, however, always respected that Nepal is under India sphere of interest. Although some Nepali politicians, at times, play the “China card”, this is always with very limited success. An example is the very limited oil import from China during the Indian blockade. China has no serious economic interests in Nepal, and their security interests are basically to defend their own borders in Tibet.

India’s active role in Nepali politics must nevertheless be understood within this broader context. Nepal is under India’s wings, similar to Bhutan, and the Himalayan states (Kashmir, Sikkim, Assam, Nagaland) that are within India’s borders. India is particularly active during political transitions in Nepal, both at the micro level during appointments of new prime ministers, and during constitutional changes (from the end of Rana rule, via introduction of democracy in 1990, to the recent constitutional changes).

The recent UML prime minister KP Sharma Oli was considered anti-India. He was maybe the first prime minister in many years that was not approved by Delhi. His active stand against India was still to a large extent symbolic, but probably explains why the Indian blockade lasted for five months. Even parts of the Indian media ended up criticizing India’s attempts to micro-manage Nepal. The start of the blockade demonstrates India’s micro-management. When Nepali politicians, in their usual manner, suddenly agreed on a new constitution in September 2015, India was not on board, and as a result the border was blocked.

120 The bargaining can be between two parties, or many, with continuously shifting coalitions. Bargaining will go on behind closed doors, but the press will normally report that discussions are going on.

121 The political parties have the lowest level of trust, far below the police, army, judiciary, labor unions and the media. The parliament has, though, a higher level of trust, although not as high as the other institutions mentioned here: IDA (2015), Nepal Contemporary Political Situation Opinion Survey.

122 https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2016-02-25/indias-balancing-act


http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/delhis-disastrous-play-in-kathmandu/article897956.ece

125 http://www.nepalitimes.com/blog/thebrief/2015/09/25/unofficial-blockade/

but as usual high-level involvement in Delhi five months later solved the issue\textsuperscript{127}.

As Nepali Times commentators note\textsuperscript{128}, it is surprising how little coverage the Indian blockade received in the international media, despite the new interest in Nepal that followed the earthquake. Although the costs are hard to estimate and compare (they hit very differently with the earthquake hitting particular villages very hard), it is quite likely that the aggregate costs of the blockade were as high as the costs of the earthquake\textsuperscript{129}.

\textsuperscript{127} http://www.nepalitimes.com/blogs/thebrief/2015/10/03/blockade-lifted/
\textsuperscript{128} http://nepalitimes.com/article/editorial/autopsy-of-a-blockade\%20.2863
\textsuperscript{129} https://thehimalayantimes.com/opinion/nepalese-economy-earthquake-blockade/
6. Governance issues

This section elaborates on three essential governance issues, the role of the bureaucracy and the potential for corruption, the need for local elections, and the contentious issue of federalism.

6.1 Bureaucracy and corruption

As discussed above, the bureaucracy in Nepal is quite influential in regular governance matters. The bureaucracy manages a sound macroeconomic policy. Nepal has tied the currency to the Indian rupee (1.6 NC per IC), and the central (Rastra) bank makes sure not to print money and thus keep the inflation in place. The Finance Ministry is responsible and makes balanced budgets, and other ministries and local governments have in fact problems spending the allocated funds. In sum this has contributed to a relatively stable, but low, growth rate, which since 1985 has led to a doubling of people’s income and a solid reduction in poverty.

As we have also discussed, there is room for corruption in the bureaucracy, which in some cases will have negative effects on the economy. Prioritized access to electricity for a few large users for decades is maybe the most important example. Selection of contractors for public works can also be affected by corruption, and in the worst cases the projects may not even be implemented despite being paid for\(^{130}\). Selection of contractors, and lack of follow up, may severely damage the quality of the projects, the costs, and the timely implementation\(^{131}\). We have already discussed how the Melamchi water project and the highway from Kathmandu to Birgunj have been heavily delayed. But there is also a twist to this issue, when combined with the fear of too much India influence.

It is quite likely that the fast track to terai has been delayed because the Nepal government did not want Indian contractors involved\(^{132}\). The same is likely the case for some of the larger hydropower projects. The major Arun valley hydro project was stopped partly due to the involvement of Indian contractors, although we have to read this between the lines\(^{133}\). The Arun project is now again a possibility, with Indian contractors onboard\(^{134}\).

The potential for corruption, and the potential for contracts, work and final products to be controlled by foreign powers, may lead to a reluctance to start large-scale projects in Nepal. This may be perfectly rational, both corruption and foreign influence are real threats. To implement both small and large projects with a minimum of corruption is a difficult task in a country where salaries for politicians and public servants are very low. The potential extra incomes from embezzlement are very high compared to regular incomes. Independent control mechanisms are part of the solution, but will move the problem one level up\(^{135}\), as the monitors may

131 http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=3775#.WPvN-HUSweEg
132 https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/fast-track-road-project-runs-into-controversy/
133 For two opposing views of why Arun was stopped, and with no mentioning of India, see: http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=1879#.WPvPp0SwEg
https://nepalstudycenter.unm.edu/MissPdfFiles/The%20Loss%20of%20Arun%20IIIRevised.pdf
134 http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/news/2016-01-15/what-could-have-been.html
135 This motivated Kaushik Basu’s idea of only punishing the person who offers a bribe: http://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/my-experiment-with-corruption/296714
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also be corrupt\textsuperscript{136}. The long run solution, which will gradually be feasible as Nepal develops and thus can afford it, is to pay civil servants a decent salary. The more you lose if you get caught, the less likely you are to enter corrupt deals\textsuperscript{137}.

6.2 Local democracy and civil society

A well functioning local democracy is essential for development, as local leaders can be held accountable to the people. The last local election was in 1997. A new election was scheduled for 2002, but this was at the height of the Maoist conflict and Congress prime minister Sher Bahadur Deuba postponed the election\textsuperscript{138}. With the peace solution the first priority was to elect a new parliament. After the 2008 CA election there was a need for local elections, but in particular the political forces in favor of federalism wanted the new federal system in place before local elections were held. As we know, the first CA was not able to agree on a constitution and was dissolved in 2012. A new CA elected in 2013 ultimately passed a new constitution in 2015, which will replace the 1991 constitution. In 2017 the parliament decided on the new local units, with the 3000 plus VDCs being replaced by 480 local units\textsuperscript{139}, and local elections were to be held in May and June 2017, twenty years after the previous elections.

These postponements contrast with the introduction of democracy in the early 1990s. After the People’s Movement in 1990, a new constitution was declared the same year, the first parliament was elected in 1991, and local elections were held in 1992, and then again in 1997, in both cases two years before the national elections. The local democracy seemed to work well, based on this author’s observations. There were elected representatives from the different parties, and a VDC secretary responsible for the administration. During the 1990s local democracy was gradually developed. The UML government introduced a block grant in 1994, the “build your village yourself” scheme\textsuperscript{140}, and the local self-governance act was in place in 1999\textsuperscript{141}. During fieldwork in the late 90s this author found that he in most villages could expect good discussions with local politicians and civil servants regarding village development.

Not unexpectedly local democracy deteriorated during the war. Local politicians and other local leaders\textsuperscript{142} were targeted by the Maoists\textsuperscript{143}. The Maoists built up competing power structures in the villages where they had some degree of military presence, and specifically targeted the VDC offices, which in turn had to move to the district headquarters. Similarly, the land registration offices were attacked. Villagers consequently had to travel further to get in contact with civil servants, and with no elections they no longer had elected people representing them. This all affected access to services (such as collection of old age pensions), and development work. For an excellent study of the implications of the insurgency for local democracy see Annelies Ollieuz’s PhD thesis based on extensive fieldwork in a village in eastern terai\textsuperscript{144}.

In response to the deteriorating local democracy, and more generally the perceived need for strengthening democracy in Nepal in the post-conflict period, the international community has doubled the support to governance and civil society. The flagship program at the local level has been the Local Governance and Community Development Program (LGCDP). This has been an extensive program with many

\textsuperscript{136} As in the case of the anti-corruption agency in Nepal: http://nepalitimes.com/article-from-nepali-press/Lokman-disqualified,3479
\textsuperscript{137} http://voxeu.org/article/higher-government-wages-may-reduce-corruption
\textsuperscript{138} http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=4375#.WPzA50SweEg
\textsuperscript{139} https://thehimalayantimes.com/kathmandu/pm-pushpa-kamal-dahal-inaugurates-operation-of-744-local-levels
\textsuperscript{140} Whelpton (2005) page 193.
\textsuperscript{141} http://setopati.net/opinion/5694/Reviving-Local-Democracy/
\textsuperscript{142} http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=4375#.WPzA50SweEg
\textsuperscript{143} Data from Insec shows that the Maoists killed 1184 farmers (about the same as the state), 1752 police, 948 soldiers and 465 politicians. Most killings by the state (6128) is registered as politicians, with only 33 soldiers, indicating that Insec recorded Maoist soldiers and militia as politicians. Data is available at: https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse.html?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/RGCRCJ.
components, potentially vulnerable to local elite capture. There has been a massive growth in local NGOs in Nepal, with a jump in registrations from 1995 onwards, and then a new jump from 2007 onwards, there are now more than 30,000 NGOs in the country. In any village there will be students, teachers and other social entrepreneurs that do social work. Many of them do so without any donor support, it is an expectation from the local community that people with education and higher incomes do social work, which quite often involves politics, as described by Ollieuz. But many entrepreneurs start NGOs with the main purpose of collecting foreign aid. This problem was mentioned as early as in 1983, and with the increase in foreign aid and the number of NGOs since then, we shall expect elite capture to be an even larger problem today. Seen from the villagers’ point of view this may not be a bad thing, they will see the entrepreneurs as people who bring in projects to the village, from which the villagers will also get a share. Outside observers may rather see the rent-seeking activities of entrepreneurs competing for the same available budgets. A main arena for this competition will be at the district level (again well described by Ollieuz), where politicians and activists from the villages meet in the DDC, the elected council, but also are in direct contact with local development officers, who may work in offices that are subsidized by the LGCDP program. These offices will be well stocked with English language information on the villages of the district.

The problem of elite capture is likely to multiply as a result of the new layers of local governance. The new provinces will have income sources far beyond the present regions and districts, although the de-facto re-allocation of resources between provinces is yet to be decided. New income sources open up for new ways of extraction of surplus among local politicians. At the local level, the present VDCs have been merged into larger units, again allowing for larger surplus for medium level politicians. Many of the previous VDCs will now be wards in the larger rural and urban municipalities. This implies that the lowest level of political representation will be more centralized, with previous ward-level politicians now fighting for more resources in the larger geographical units. And with donors being willing to allocate funds to the local level, in the name of support to the federal units, the problem of local elite capture will potentially be in a different league in the future. With the provinces having very different economic potential, there will at the same time be a massive need for redistribution between provinces by the central government. The donors should consider to fill necessary financial gaps in the centralized redistribution system, rather than allocating funds directly to the new provinces.

6.3 Federalism
There were signs of demands for ethnic based federalism in the 1990s. First of all, in 1995 the Maoists announced “an ethnic policy in Nepal”, and in 2001 they announced nine autonomous regions, with most having ethnic names. In 1996 Krishna Battachan wrote: “The time bomb of ethnic violence is already ticking and no one knows when it will detonate”. Still, a book written by a number of Nepal scholars in 1997 on “Nationalism
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147 Two leading Nepali scholars wrote: “It is ironic that for the first time ..., foreign aid has enabled the upperclass to extend its reach and make itself felt in the very far flung and heterogeneous villages and hamlets in the country”. At that time less aid was allocated to NGOs, but the phenomenon is still the same, there is a local elite that will attempt to pick up the benefits of aid. Mishra, C. and Sharma, P. (1983). “Foreign aid and social structure: Notes on intra-state relationships” in Foreign aid and development in Nepal. IDS, Kathmandu.
and ethnicity in Nepal”\textsuperscript{151} has only one reference to federalism. This was John Whelpton writing on the Maoists ethnic demands and mentioning a Gurung leader who advocated division into ethnic regions. In general, however, the demand for ethnic based federalism was not strong at that time.

This changed quickly around 2002, when the Maoist insurgency was at its peak, and NEFIN, the organization of mostly hill ethnic groups, changed its tactics, according to Susan Hangen, and became more overtly political in its demands\textsuperscript{152}. Around the same time the donors picked up on the issue, in the name of social inclusion, including funding of NEFIN. From 2006 DFID funded the Social Inclusion Action Fund. NORAD started its support in 2004 with a call for “Project preparation grants for research cooperation on Social Inclusion and Nation Building in Nepal”.

Ethnicity was not mentioned in the 2005 peace agreement with the Maoists, but after the UN became involved and the Comprehensive Peace Accord (CPA) was in place in 2006\textsuperscript{153}, we can read: “Pledging for forward-looking restructu


\textsuperscript{153} While the 2005 peace agreement was an agreement between the seven largest parties in the parliament and the Maoists, the CPA was an extensive agreement where UN was deeply involved: http://peace-maker.un.org/nepal-comprehensive-agreement2006. UNs work in Nepal was first led by Thamrat Samuel from 2003, and then from 2005 by Ian Martin, first as the head of the OHCHR office, and then at UNMIN. UNMIN was criticized for taking an active political stand and ultimately the mission ended in 2011, despite efforts from the Maoists to extend the term. For a report on some of the controversies at the time of one of UNMIN’s extensions see: https://thehimalayantimes.com/opinion/fifth-unmin-extension-inevitable/. For an early analysis by Kanak Mani Dixit see: http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=17760#WUTvHEQuMh. For an early analysis of UNMIN’s role, written by Aditya Adhikari after the third extension in 2007, see: http://old.himalmag.com/component/content/article/904-shackled-or-unleashed-unmin-in-nepals-peace-process.html. For full analyses of the transitions that has taken place in Nepal by the same authors, see: Dixit (2011). Peace Politics of Nepal an Opinion from Within. Himal Books. Kathmandu; Adhikari (2014). The bullet and the ballot box. Verso. London. For a comparison with similar processes in other countries see: Suhrke (2014). Restructuring the state: Federalist Dynamics in Nepal. CMI-Report-2014:02.
The western terai province is less homogenous in the present version of the map, as it also includes the core Maoist hill areas (and the core Maoist areas in the terai). UML has in particular favored this version of the map, potentially because they now expect to win these areas in the next election. The Madhes province is in many ways the most homogenous, although also here there is an extensive representation of hill migrants, in particular in the northern parts of the plains. As this author has discussed elsewhere, all provinces will be ethnically heterogeneous, with no group being in majority in any province (with the potential exception for the Chettris in the western hill provinces).

The role of the international community in the ethnic agenda has been extensively debated in Nepal, but there are relatively few academic analysis of the issue. Donors supported research on social inclusion, funded ethnic organizations, organized seminars with ethnic activists, and the UN and others were active during the peace talks from 2005 onwards. But to what extent the international community affected the debate, and ultimately the outcome, is still open for further investigation and debate.

There is a broad-based support in Nepal for federalism, although not ethnic-based federalism. The support for federalism must be interpreted as a support for local democracy and within the context of clientelism, with federalism allowing local politicians to control more resources, which in turn is expected to benefit their vote-bank. Ethnic policy, on the other hand, is not supported out of fear for communal violence. With the compromise federal solution, and the local elections showing that different ethnic groups can collaborate within the mainstream parties, this fear has now weakened, but communalism is still a potential threat, in particular in the Madhes region. The mainstream UML and Congress parties, that have always opposed the ethnic agenda, won the local elections with 76% of the mayors, which is a result similar to the pre-war elections. As discussed in chapter 4, the western donors are now gradually pulling out of programs related to the ethnic agenda, which has always been a minority agenda in Nepal.

It was necessary to make compromises with the Maoists to end the war, and this included compromises on social inclusion, federalism and end to the monarchy. Many of these developments have wide-spread support, although not always majority support. There is support for language and cultural rights for minority groups, although there is a fear that Indian interests will have too much influence in the terai, explaining resistance against Hindi as a national language. There is also wide-spread support for political representation for women, ethnic groups and Dalits in the parliament, as specified in the new constitution. And caste-based discrimination is on the decline in educational institutions, the market place and in the labor market. Thus essential elements of the demands for social inclusion are on the right track, with the exception for demands that have always been a minority agenda, in particular the demand for ethnic based federalism based on the traditional areas of a few selected ethnic groups.

---

155 The role of the international community is to some extent covered in analyses of the rise of ethnic politics (Hangen, 2010), and the transition more in general as represented by a number of contributions to: Einsiedel, Malone and Pradhan (2012). Nepal in Transition: From People’s War to Fragile Peace. Cambridge University Press.
156 The most reliable opinion polls are conducted by IDA, with the latest one being: IDA (2015). Nepal Contemporary Political Situation Opinion Survey.
157 For news coverage of this issue, see: http://nepalitimes.com/article/nation/the-battle-for-birganj,3944
7. The space for development cooperation

7.1 Opportunities and constraints
Above we have described a political and business climate where powerful people collaborate within their social network in a cobweb of mutual exchanges of services and money. These ties may be between relative equals, such as in the relation between a powerful businessman and a high-level political leader, or it may be part of a patronage system where a political leader provides a village with a development program knowing that the villagers will vote for him in the future. Many important, and less important, transactions in Nepal are of this kind.

It is important to be aware of these relations. Of course, there are similar transactions everywhere, but the extent of personalized transactions in Nepal are quite marked and evident even on an everyday level. For instance, if you ask someone to take you to a copy-shop, or a gas station, they will take you to the nearest one, within their network. The same may happen if you look for professional help, or a business partner. And this partner will repay the person who brought your business not necessarily with money today, but maybe with a favor next year.

What implications does this have for development cooperation? Many such relationships will not be considered illegal by those who are engaged in them, although the outcome may be interpreted as corruption by the Nepali society. Thus many will see politicians as corrupt, although they may not see the businessmen who are “forced” to pay as corrupt. People will, at the same time, expect their politicians to deliver development, and will expect them to do what is necessary to this end. A de-facto zero-tolerance policy for corruption in this environment would require a weak definition of corruption. Direct payments under the table may be avoided, but price collusion, favoritism and reciprocal benefits over time would be difficult to completely avoid. One may even risk that honest people will stay away, as they will know that zero-tolerance is impossible. They may thus not apply to, or stay, in an organization where they can get fired if, let us say, an audit at some point discovers that contractors have colluded on price in a project they were responsible for. Donors should rather gradually implement new business standards that favor merit rather than networks, but not expect to implement this everywhere overnight.

7.2 The role of donors and foreign aid in Nepali politics and the economy
What should be the donors’ role in Nepali society? As we have seen, some donors have played an active role in promoting social inclusion. From the Nepali point of view this has been seen as an active support for the ethnic agenda of Madhes and Janajati activists, and thus also a support for ethnic based federalism, a version of federalism with very limited support in Nepal. There seems to have been a shift among donors away from this policy, and at the same time also a shift among intellectuals and high-level politicians in Nepal from ethnic to identity based federalism, maybe in an attempt to find a compromise. The donors may consider reorienting their support towards more broad-based civil society organizations, as an alternative to supporting identity based organizations. As most such organizations are linked to political parties, this is problematic as well. Nevertheless, the political connections are unavoidable, and some support, in particular to
broad-based organizations, may be useful. This may include trade unions, media organizations, and cultural organizations. As a more general rule, financial support should constitutes only a fraction of the total budget to avoid dependency on donors.

Donor funding is potentially more important for the national economy. There is still under-funding, in particular of public goods and safety nets in Nepal. We know also from richer countries that it is difficult to raise the necessary funds for roads and other infrastructure, as well as for, in particular, the health sector. Any service where full user-fees cannot be easily charged will tend to be under-financed. This is the case for public goods, such as roads and to some extent education, and it is the case for services where the users tend to be poor due to the condition that defines them as users, such as in particular health services. In these sectors, the donors can play an important role. Nepal still lacks good roads throughout the country, health services are weak, and the quality of education is relatively low. With the majority of the population still living in rural areas, and with many depending on low-productivity agriculture, there is room for support within this sector as well.

7.3 Risk assessment summary
Norway has been active in supporting governance, energy and education. As the above analysis indicates, there is considerable risk related to elite capture in local governance programs. This is also discussed in more detail below in section 7.5.1. Governance programs are different from other aid programs as the aim is to change the behavior of local actors, whether that is by way of less corruption, selection of candidates from broader population groups, or interaction with voters and representation of broader views. Behavioral change, in terms of improved quality, is also an issue within education, but here, and even more importantly within the energy sector, underfunding is the main concern. In underfunded sectors one can more easily find useful ways to spend development aid. In a sector where behavioral change is the aim, including more effective use of public funds, there is less need for financial support. The aid budgets allocated to governance are, however, relatively large in Nepal, which implies substantial risk. Donors are likely to reallocate funds to other activities in the name of supporting local governance, such as microcredit and livelihood activities within local NGOs, opening up for extensive rent-seeking activities among local players. A number of local NGOs are set up to compete for funding, and the Nepali population has little respect for such players, beyond their capacity to bring in donor funding.

This does not imply that donors should cut all funding for governance programs, but funding should be kept at a minimum, so that no organization becomes dependent on the donors. One should target NGOs and government programs that appear to improve governance at both the local and central level. Large amounts of aid in this sector can thus do damage, while small amounts of seed-money can do good. This may conflict with the target of reducing the number of aid projects, but there may be administrative ways of solving that problem, for example, a single media-support program can ultimately support many media organizations. Similar programs may provide small funds to civil-society organizations.

7.4 General versus sector support
As noted above there are good arguments for supporting specific under-funded sectors, such as roads, health and the quality of education. In Nepal there is some division of labor between the donors. Some of the large donors build roads, many donors have collaborated on basic education, while some donors have supported respectively the health sector, agriculture and energy production. It appears that this partial division is not the result of a coordinated effort, but the sum of country priorities. This may be perfectly fine, as long as the sum adds up to a reasonable policy. It seems, however, that education has been well funded (although there is still work to be done on the quality of education), while roads, health and agriculture remain under-funded. Subject to this conclusion, it appears that sector programs
are preferable to general budget support. Still, there are arguments for leaving large-scale infrastructure, in particular roads, for the multilateral development banks as they have more experience in implementing large infrastructure projects.

7.5 Development cooperation within specific domains

The rest of the report will discuss particular issues related to Norwegian development cooperation.

7.5.1 Good governance

As discussed above, foreign aid may be used as seed-money to support civil society, while keeping in mind the rent-seeking problems discussed. There is the danger that social “entrepreneurs” chase aid funds, and the larger the sums the more likely the rent-seeking costs will outweigh the benefits. Rent seeking will exist at the local level, but also with national level NGOs and even in the central government. At the central level there may be units built up basically only as a response to donor priorities, or there may be individuals who chase aid money either in terms of positions, or just travels and seminar participation. Some of the institutions that were started to support the peace- and constitution process may be examples of this. There has been widespread criticism in Nepal with, in particular, the non-military components of the UN efforts, which included support to local governance and peace-building. And numerous INGOs set up office in Nepal to support the constitution writing process. The main responsibility for this taking seven years, and in many ways the process is still not completed, must be placed with the politicians, but external funding may have contributed.

What should a mid-size donor like Norway do to promote good governance? Any change in governance culture should come from within. Heavy donor funding is likely to make things worse by delegitimizing the groups, or offices, that receive funding. There may be exceptions to this rule for particular groups whose need for funding is less controversial. Examples in Nepal will be particularly discriminated ethnic groups (the semi-nomadic Raute, for example), particularly poor Dalit groups (Musahar, Dom), disabled people, gay-groups, and projects supporting national heritage (music, dance, museums). But even for these groups one should be very careful and not fund the majority of the budget, and rather work together with local philanthropists to ensure that there is local support also in terms of where people put their money.

The same problems exist at the local level. The donors spend the local governance funding in strange ways. Many NGOs channel funds into micro-finance and income-generating activities. These may be sensible for their own sake, but we cannot see how they promote good governance, they probably just reflect the need to spend program funds allocated to the local level. Local youth-clubs have been another major activity, where the youth get training in democratic practices of debate and organization. This is a more targeted activity where donor support ideally can make a difference if funds, for example, lead to higher participation among girls, Dalits and other groups that may otherwise be less represented. It may also contribute to, if at all feasible, politically neutral youth groups.

7.5.2 Social inclusion

The discussion above of donors’ role in the social inclusion and ethnic agenda does not mean that the donors were main actors. The Maoists built their political organization around ethnic fronts, and had an army to support their claims. But the Maoists have traditionally not been strong supporters of ethnicity as an organizational principle, and without the strong pressure from Madhes activists in particular, we believe that the ethnic agenda would have fizzled out during the constitution writing process. The first draft was weak on ethnicity, and major amendments came as a result of the two rounds of Madhes uprisings. Madhes activists were given legitimacy by the donor community, which probably was important for them, but still it is hard to argue that this

158 Among many critical commentators C.K. Lal was quite outspoken: http://nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=16480#.WQMefkSweEg
support in itself was critical. The Madhes uprising in combination with the massive support for social inclusion via donor-supported institutions and activist organizations in Kathmandu may still have made a difference. In sum, the Maoists and the Madhes activists were the driving forces behind the ethnic/social inclusion agenda, but with support from the international community.

The two mainstream parties, Congress and UML, which now are back with 62% of the seats in parliament, have never supported this agenda. There is extensive lip service, but these parties are concerned first of all with national unity, and accepted a federal solution first of all as part of the peace bargain with the Maoists. Thus the international community has supported a minority agenda. Many Nepali citizens will agree that the Maoist demands of introducing a federal republic had to be met to secure peace, but the opinion polls show that more people even today support a unitary state, rather than a federal one. Federalism was probably unavoidable, and recognition of minority rights when it comes to language and cultural rights, as well as active policies for access to education and jobs, were important. The donor community may thus have made a difference in pushing positive changes, but may also have contributed to what may become a federal state organized along ethnic lines. We do not know how far Nepal will go along these lines, but there is a real danger that ethnic conflicts will intensify in the future.

Today the main Norwegian support for social inclusion is indirect via the multilateral support to the constitution process discussed above. At the seed-money level Norway has supported a large research program for social inclusion, first with support to CMI, NIBR and their Nepali partners, then in a second round to the department of anthropology and sociology at Tribhuvan University. As a beneficiary this author will not comment further on this support. But in line with views from the Planning Commission, future support along these lines may well be used to support a social-science research foundation, with a broader program than only social inclusion, and where Nepali research institutions could compete for funds together with their international partners.

There is need for continued support to the most excluded population groups, including seed money to their organizations. As we have described, there are large differences between Dalit and Janajati groups. Dalit groups such as Musahar, Dom and to some extent Chamar in the terai still need extensive support to get access to land, education and other assets, including simple assets like livestock. The same is the case for very remote hill villages, in particular in the far-west, where even many Chettris are poor. Thus in the hills a targeted policy might focus on economic destitution rather than on caste, although targeted interventions towards Dalits and particular ethnic groups (Tamang, Magar) also make sense there.

7.5.3 Human rights

The main present human rights issue, beyond economic and social rights that we discuss elsewhere, is impunity for crimes during the war. There were excesses on both sides of the conflict. On the government side there were, as discussed, some major operations in the early phase that probably escalated the conflict. Later there were a high number of disappearances of suspected Maoists. In some cases people were arrested and tortured for some time, in other cases killed (and the bodies burnt or buried), with the special forces at the Bhairabnath barracks having the worst reputation. On the Maoist side there were killings of local activists and politicians from other parties, as well as the infamous bomb attack on a public bus in Chitwan. The international community is obliged to keep the pressure on such cases, but it is at the same time problematic. The strategy of the Maoists of attacking local leaders was deliberate. Baburam Bhattarai has said publicly that
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7.5.4 Humanitarian needs

The main humanitarian needs are the follow-up after the 2015 earthquake. Many lost their houses, and have not rebuilt as they are waiting for the government support. The first install-ments are now released, but for many it may still be insufficient to start building, with others having already finished rebuilding, and may get the support ex-post. There are ongoing discussions regarding the promises made by the donors that we will not go into here. There is a need to rebuild houses in an earthquake resistant way, but there are many different ways of doing this, including relatively inexpensive designs that use local resources. Flexibility is needed to try out different technologies. This also appears to be the policy of the government. Beyond funding, the role of donors may be to bring in alternative low-cost solutions, although it appears that many well functioning alternatives are already in use.

A more long term humanitarian effort is food aid to districts in remote parts of the western hills. There is a concern that food aid will lead to less local production. But with staple food supplied from outside, one may also imagine a shift to cash-crop production, and there is some evidence of this in Jumla. Thus, if the locals exploit the opportunities this entail, the potential negative effects of food aid may be turned into a positive. It is still a concern that the locals become dependent on subsidized rice, instead of maintaining the local food crops.

A third regular humanitarian problem is the lack of good housing in the terai. In the mountains people are used to very cold temperatures, although people today tend to move out during winter. But in the tropical zone of the terai, where temperature rarely go below zero, the housing of poor people can be very simple. As a result there are regular reports of people dying from cold during cold spells. More generally, respiratory illness is a main cause of premature death in Nepal, together with other easily preventable health problems such as diarrhea. There may also be need for humanitarian aid following major floods in the terai, and landslides in the hills, such as during the floods this summer.

7.5.5 Education

Quality education is still a concern in Nepal. The primary education program has been a multi-donor program with changing names over the years. The program was implemented during a period of economic growth and structural change. Nepal has had a civil war, and massive labor migration abroad together with migration from the hills into the cities and to the terai. As a result there is
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161 http://nepalconflictreport.ohchr.org/subindex/incident_killing/incident_killing_by_maoist.html
164 http://nepalitimes.com/article/nation/broken-promises-reconstruction,3627
now less need for family labor on the farm, easier access to schools and in general less need for the incomes from child labor. Structural change and increased incomes have also led to an increase in the demand for skilled labor, and education has become a goal in itself, in particular related to the marriage market. All these parallel trends of development have contributed to the rapid increase in school enrollment for girls. We have not seen any study that attempts to estimate the contribution of foreign aid to this increase, but our hypothesis will be that it has played a minor role. First of all, the Nepali government would have increased the allocations to education along with the general increase in government budgets, and secondly school enrollment would increase due to increased demand for schooling.

Donor support may still be needed, and maybe more technical, rather than financial support, when it comes to school quality. As in many poor countries the quality of education is still lacking behind. As the literature on other countries show, improving quality is not an easy task. Pedagogical changes have worked, but more often in slightly richer countries than Nepal, such as China and India. Availability of updated schoolbooks, as well as libraries, are important, as are incentives for teachers. There is a link here to well-functioning local democracy, as school management committees and elected local politicians should be involved in maintaining school quality.

Private schools now play a major role in Nepal, including in remote areas. These schools are allowed to use English as the language of teaching, which attract many parents. The quality of private schools is very diverse, some are excellent, and some even at relatively low costs, while others may cost even less, but will also have low quality. Many otherwise unemployed students now make their living as schoolteachers and tutors. The private sector is now so large that it is not conceivable that the government can take over. In some ways the private sector provides necessary competition on quality, and provides excellent education, although for the few who are lucky to get into the best schools. We believe it is good for Nepal to have top schools, as adolescents will stay home instead of leaving for good schools in India and elsewhere. Some of them will ultimately leave to get a good university education, but the longer they stay home, the more responsibility they may feel for Nepal, and some of them do move back after some years of education and job experience abroad. The private schools are, however, private, and we cannot find any argument for taking resources away from the government sector to fund private schools.

7.5.6 Energy
As discussed, Norway has been a major donor in the energy sector, although the aggregate grants have been only half the size of the German support to the sector. Norway started early in this sector with the Butwal hydropower plant from 1970, built by missionaries. Later the Norwegian state energy company Statkraft built Khimti. Norway has also successfully been involved in technical assistance and education within hydropower, and Norway has supported alternative energy including solar energy, biogas and improved cooking stoves. The latter three will help reducing the dependence of poor rural households on firewood and kerosene, and will thus contribute to better health. Although higher income households will solve many of these problems themselves by installing electricity, purchasing solar panels and using LPG for cooking, subsidies may still be important for poor households.

With respect to hydropower development Norway competes with Nepal’s two giant neighbors. Both India and China have agreements on development of hydropower in Nepal and large companies are now competing with Statkraft, which recently pulled out of one major project, where a Japanese company now seems to take


169 If we add loans then the Asian Development Bank and IDA are also major donors.
over. Statkraft can be expected to make such decisions based on commercial criteria, and like other countries Norway may promote Norwegian business interests, but there is no clear rationale for the use of Norwegian aid to support this sector in competition with India and China.

Transmission and distribution of electricity is a different issue as this has an element of being a public good that tend to be under-financed. In addition Nepal may need help from the international community to find a good solution when it comes to cross-border transmission capacity. At present Nepal depends on import of electricity from India, while in the long-run Nepal aims to become a major exporter of electricity. Third-country support in building transmission capacity may help Nepal in their bargaining process with India. Regarding distribution there are still villages without electricity, and Norway may provide funding either for extension of the grid or by subsidizing small local hydropower plants or solar power.

### 7.5.7 Poverty

An over-arching aim of Norwegian aid policy is poverty reduction. In Nepal the policy choices seem to be based on the trickle down theory, as improved governance, investments in energy, and improved primary education may in the long-run lead to poverty reduction. Good governance and hydropower may indeed impact on poverty. Education may increase the incomes of the educated, and may also have a positive growth effect in the long run. Yet a strong case can be made that more immediate interventions are needed for continued poverty reduction and improved social safety nets. The main income shocks of poor households are serious health emergencies. Hospital treatments are expensive, including transportation, living costs, and loss of labor incomes. Donor support to hospitals can go a long way in establishing a safety net in Nepal. Similarly, vaccinations and other preventive interventions are important.

The majority of the poor still live in villages both in the hills and in the plains. These are very different ecological regions. The hills will need improved infrastructure, in particular roads. There is already progress in some regions when it comes to production of high-value products, such as fish, vegetables, fruits, cardamom, tea and coffee that increase family incomes. These areas can be extended, possibly with targeted support from the donor community. In addition to roads, the support may be for research and extension services.

In the plains agriculture is easier, and even staple food production may have a potential. Main constraints there are the farm structure with fragmentation of land and (thus) lack of investments. An extensive land reform is probably needed to consolidate plots. This will not necessarily mean either larger or smaller land-holdings per farm, but larger consolidated plots that allow for more mechanization. Different parts of terai have mechanized to different degrees, and the eastern and the western terai can learn from the central terai. Here is also space for donor support, in particular for research and extension services. For the poorest of the poor direct support in terms of assets, such as livestock, and if feasible also land-rights, will be beneficial.

The division of labor between donors may imply that Norway should not be engaged in health and agriculture, but if the target is poverty reduction then these would be good sectors to consider for future development cooperation.

---

Appendix. Timeline-Nepal

1768: King of Gorkha, Prithvi Narayan Shah, takes control of Kathmandu

1846: Rana family takes control of Nepal

1951: End of Rana rule, Nepali Congress forms government led by M.P. Koirala

1959: B.P. Koirala of Nepali Congress becomes prime minister after first multiparty election

1960: King Mahendra Shah dismisses the government and takes control

1990: February: People’s Movement starts
April: K.P. Bhattarai of Nepali Congress becomes prime minister

1991: May: Second multiparty election, G.P. Koirala of Nepali Congress forms the government

1994: May: Split in CPN (Unity Centre) and their political front, United People’s Front (UPF). The Maoist faction of UPF, led by Baburam Bhattarai, was not recognized by the Election Commission.
November: Third multiparty election, Manmohan Adhikari of UML becomes prime minister

1995: March: The Maoist faction of Unity Centre, led by Prachanda, renamed itself to CPNM.
July: CPNM announces “Ethnic Policy in Nepal”
September: UML leaves the government, Sher Badahur Deuba of Nepali Congress becomes prime minister
September: CPNM adopts “Plan for the historic initiation of the People’s war”
November: Police launches Operation Romeo against Maoist supporters in Rolpa

1996: February 13: CPNM starts People’s War
1997:
Last local elections

1999:
May: Nepali Congress wins the election and K.P. Bhattarai becomes prime minister

2001:
April: Major attacks on police stations
June 1: Royal Massacre
June-November: Ceasefire
November 23: CPNM attacks army barracks for the first time
November 26: Deuba government declares state of emergency

2002:
February: Escalation of the war
May: Deuba dissolves the parliament
October: King Gyanendra dismisses the Deuba government, and appoints Lokendra Bahadur Chand as prime minister

2003:
January-August: Ceasefire

2004:
March: Escalation of the war again

2005:
February 1: King Gyanendra dismisses the parliament and government, declares state of emergency, arrests political leaders, and curbs media and all communication
November 22: 12-point peace agreement between CPNM and SPA (the six main parliamentarian parties)

2006:
April 5–24: People’s movement
April 24: King reinstates House of Representatives, G.P. Koirala becomes prime minister
May: Army under civilian control, Nepal declared as a secular state
June: Prachanda arrives in Kathmandu for peace talks
November 21: CPA is signed between the government and CPNM

2007:
January 15: The Interim Constitution is proclaimed, and Maoists enter the Interim Parliament
January 16: MPRF burns the Interim Constitution, 28 people arrested in Kathmandu
January 18: MPRF announces indefinite Terai-bandh
January 19: Maoist cadre kills a student in a scuffle with MPRF
January 20: MPRF activists, and others, start a violent campaign
February 9: MPRF leader Upendra Yadav suspends the protests, 24 people killed in total
March 21: 26 Maoists killed in Gaur by MPRF supporters, possibly including hired criminals
April 1: Maoists enter the Interim Government
2008:
February: Second Madhes uprising end with an agreement with the government that included “an autonomous Madhes state”
April: First CA election, Maoist becomes the largest party with 29% of the votes
May: Nepal becomes a republic
August: Prachanda forms government

2009:
May: Madhab Kumar Nepal of UML forms government

2011:
August: Baburam Bhattarai of CPNM forms government

2012:
January: State restructuring Commission of the CA presents two competing federal models
May 15: Parties agree on an 11-states federal model
May 17-onwards: Maoists and Madhesi parties seek a revision of the agreement
May 27: CA-term not extended, and CA dissolved
May 29: Bhattarai government continues as a caretaker government

2013:
November: Second CA election, Nepali Congress becomes the largest party with 26%, UML receives 24% and CPNM receives 15%.

2014:
February: Sushil Koirala becomes prime minister

2015:
April: Massive earthquake
June: Agreement on an 8-states federal model
August 8: Same parties go for a 6-states model
August 21: After protests, primarily in the terai, the three major parties go for a 7-states model
September: New constitution is passed in the CA, including the 7-states model
September: “Unofficial” blockade of imports from India and protests in Madhes
October: K.P. Oli of UML becomes prime minister

2016:
February: Blockade lifted
August: Prachanda becomes prime minister

2017:
February: Local elections are announced for May 14, 2017, still protests in Madhes against the federal model
May: Local elections were held in the central hills. Local elections in the western and eastern hills/terai are announced for June 28, and for September 18 in Madhes.
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